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Drawing Professionally 
  

Credits: 1-2  (This course is set up to be done at your own pace, not in a certain 

number of days. It is recommended you spend at least an hour a day drawing. 
Some assignments can be done in minutes, some will take weeks.) 
Prerequisite: Students should have some drawing experience before beginning this course, 
but do not need to have taken any art lessons before. 
Recommended: Ages 10 – adult, for people who are passionate about art 
Course Description: This couse is divided into two parts. Part 1 teaches drawing with pencil. 
Part 2 teaches drawing with other mediums. Part 1 is a foundational drawing course in 
which students will draw still lifes, landscapes, interior spaces, portraits, and clothed 
figures and will learn some basic perspective and anatomy. In Part 2, students will draw 
with charcoal, pastel, colored pencil, and conte crayon and will also learn basic calligraphy. 
Students will learn many different techniques and will be encouraged to develop their own 
techniques and methods, and to be creative and mix different media to create the effects 
they desire. 
Students will post their completed artwork to EP’s Drawing Professionally flickr group and 
offer constructive comments to the other artists.  This site allows for discussion, which is not 
fully moderated. Please only submit artwork to Flickr that is for this course. 
Notes: Students will work at their own pace, so the course is divided into lessons instead of 
days.  This course is divided into two parts. Part 1 teaches drawing with pencil. Part 2 
teaches drawing with other mediums. There are 170 lessons altogether. You don’t need 
to finish the whole course in one year. At the beginning of the course you should 
complete the lessons in the order that they are listed, but as you progress farther along, 
feel free to skip around between different parts of the course if you want to. This course 
is for students who are passionate about art and will put a lot of time into it. 
This course was created in its entirety by my daughter. Here is a link to her 
website: www.rebeccagilesart.com. This course is unlike other EP courses in that it does 
require the purchase of materials that can cost a lot of money. You don’t need it all to begin 
the course. 
Materials List 
For Part 1: 

1. graphite pencils – HB, 2B, 4B, 6B, 8B 
2. a vinyl eraser 
3. a kneaded eraser 
4. ordinary printer paper 
5. sketch paper, 18 x 24 in. 
6. good quality drawing paper, 18 x 24 in. 
7. good quality drawing paper, 9 x 12 in. 

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://www.rebeccagilesart.com/
http://pencils.com/hb-graphite-grading-scale/
https://keetonsonline.wordpress.com/2013/11/14/5-types-of-erasers-every-artist-should-know-about/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kneaded_eraser


8. a pencil sharpener 
9. a razor blade or X-Acto knife 
10. a ruler 
11. paper towels or tissues or napkins 
12. a chamois 
13. a sketchbook 
14. a drawing board big enough to hold an 18 x 24 sheet of paper 
15. tortillons 

For Part 2: 

1. good quality drawing paper 
2. good quality watercolor paper 
3. good quality colored pencils 
4. good quality chalk pastels 
5. pastel pencils 
6. vine charcoal 
7. charcoal pencils 
8. compressed charcoal 
9. conte crayons 
10. calligraphy paper 
11. a calligraphy pen, and ink 
12. fixative 

Part 1 – Drawing with Pencil 
 
Lesson 1 

1. If you didn’t get here through My EP Assignments, I suggest you go there and create an 
account. 

2. Practice drawing circles, squares, and triangles until you can draw these shapes quickly 
and easily.  You can draw shapes on top of each other.  Use a HB or a 2B pencil. Draw 
quickly and freely – don’t worry about making mistakes! 

3. Here’s an example. 
 
Lesson 2 

1. Read how to sharpen a pencil with a knife.  Watch the video if you want to. 
2. Carefully practice sharpening a pencil using a razor blade or X-Acto knife. 
3. With a HB or 2B pencil, practice drawing spheres, cones, cylinders, and cubes.  Use a 

large, blank piece of paper.  Always keep your pencil sharp. 
4. To create the illusion of depth, add some shading.  Draw a copy of the shading chart in 

the corner of my example page, and then shade the shapes you drew. 

https://paperpencilsetc.wordpress.com/2012/07/09/all-you-need-to-know-about-chamois-leather/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tortillon
http://painting.about.com/cs/watercolours/ht/Howto_WCpaper.htm
http://drawsketch.about.com/od/materials/tp/best-colored-pencils-reviews.htm
http://www.art-is-fun.com/pastels/
http://www.art-is-fun.com/pastels/
http://www.artaccomplice.com/2010/08/attention-students-know-your-charcoal.html
http://www.wisegeek.org/what-are-charcoal-pencils.htm
http://www.artaccomplice.com/2010/08/attention-students-know-your-charcoal.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cont%C3%A9
https://calligraphypen.wordpress.com/2009/03/09/papers-for-calligraphy/
http://donnapalmer.hubpages.com/hub/The-Complete-Guide-to-Choosing-Your-Best-Calligraphy-Pen
http://myepassignments.com/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/49598017@N03/14520911398/
http://artistworks.com/blog/how-to-draw-pencil-sharpening


 
 
Lesson 3 

1. For five minutes, draw circles, squares, and triangles with a HB pencil. You can use 
ordinary printer paper for this. Sketch quickly and don’t worry about making mistakes. 
This is just to train your hand. 

2. For five minutes, move your pencil around in circles on a piece of 18 x 24 sketch paper 
without taking the pencil off the paper. Fill the whole paper. 

3. This is what the paper should look like when you are done. 

•  

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/img_2458.jpg


4. On ordinary printer paper, draw copies of at least three of the drawings below. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

5. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other people’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and give a suggestion for improving it. 

6. Whenever you post a drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group, give the drawing a 
description. Tell what lesson you are on and whether you are on Part 1 or Part 2. Tell 
whether you copied your drawing from another drawing, copied it from a photograph, 
or drew it from life. Tell whether you traced anything in your drawing or whether you 
drew it freehand, and give an estimate of how long it took you to complete the drawing. 

7. You can ask questions on EP’s drawing flickr group and answer other people’s 
questions. Only post drawings that have been assigned in the course and that I ask you 
to share. 

 
Lesson 4 

1. On ordinary printer paper, draw circles, squares, and triangles with a HB or 2B pencil 
for five minutes.  Draw them as quickly as you can.  You can draw them on top of each 
other. 

2. Read about line. 
3. Draw copies of at least seven of the pencil drawings below. Pay attention to how thick 

or thin and how dark or light the lines are and try to copy them as accurately as you can. 
You can draw on ordinary printer paper. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr 
group when you’re finished. You can make constructive comments on other’s artwork. 
Tell what you think is good about the other person’s drawing and give a suggestion for 
improving it. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 

 
Lesson 5 

1. Watch this video about ways to hold a pencil. A charcoal pencil is being used for this 
demonstration, but you can still learn from it. Don’t click on the videos around it – just 
watch what you’re supposed to. 

2. Find a mug and set it on a table in front of you in a room that has plenty of light. Draw a 
picture of the mug on a piece of ordinary printer paper. Do not shade your drawing. If 
you mug has any writing, pictures or decoration on it, don’t draw that. 

http://www.easy-drawings-and-sketches.com/images/how-to-draw-a-frog05.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/16548-head-closeup-final-pencilelephant.png
http://www.easy-drawings-and-sketches.com/images/how-to-draw-a-turtle03.jpg
http://www.easy-drawings-and-sketches.com/images/how-to-draw-a-fish09.jpg
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/cross-contour-drawing-shell.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://thevirtualinstructor.com/line.html
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://i.pinimg.com/236x/48/91/64/4891648a15968c2cdd14a1fbb2c6c73b.jpg
http://s3.amazonaws.com/estock/fspid9/24/37/29/8/berkeley-design-peter-2437298-o.jpg
https://kaleidoscopebrain.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/contour-drawings-june-2012-1-alter.jpg
http://www.wetcanvas.com/ArtSchool/Drawing/BlindContour/3onions4bit.gif
https://anitawesto.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/036.jpg
http://imgs.steps.dragoart.com/how-to-draw-a-cat-head-draw-a-realistic-cat-step-3_1_000000063161_5.jpg
https://fhsudrawing.files.wordpress.com/2010/02/1-schmierbachstudent-drawing-i-contour-line.jpg
http://th03.deviantart.net/fs71/PRE/i/2011/067/1/f/contour_line_drawing_by_marinemantis3ye-d3b84ds.png
https://clancyartpages.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/hand-mixedcontour.jpg
http://orig10.deviantart.net/683d/f/2007/287/4/f/allstar_contour_drawing_by_nun0.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMC0Cx3Uk84


3. Put the paper on your drawing board instead of directly on the tabletop. Hold the 
drawing board on your lap and lean it up against the table, like this, so that you are not 
drawing on a horizontal surface. If your paper is flat on the tabletop, it won’t be directly 
facing your eyes – you will be looking at it from an angle. You should tilt your drawing 
board so that you are looking at the paper straight on. 

4. Now, watch this video on how to measure with your pencil. 
5. Find a plain, simple bottle or vase or ceramic pot in your house. Set it on a table in front 

of you and draw a picture of it on a second piece of paper. This time, use what you’ve 
learned from the video to help you make a more accurate drawing. Hold your pencil 
out at arm’s length and measure the height of the object compared to it’s width, then 
check your drawing to make sure it has those same proportions. This won’t work if you 
don’t hold your pencil out at arm’s length every time. 

6. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 
 
Lesson 6 

1. Practice drawing circles for five minutes. 
2. Watch this video on how to draw a still life accurately, part 1. 
3. Watch this video on how to draw a still life accurately, part 2. 
4. Print out this painting (black and white is fine). Tape it to your drawing board, and tape 

another piece of printer paper right next to it or right below it. Make sure the two 
sheets of paper are perfectly aligned. You just need to tape down the four corners of 
each sheet. 

5. On the blank sheet of paper, carefully draw the outlines of the objects in this painting. 
Use what you learned from the two videos above to draw as accurately as you can. 
Measure with your pencil, and try to make the objects in your drawing exactly the same 
size as they are in the painting that you are copying. Do not shade your drawing. Sit in 
front of a table, and hold the drawing board on your lap and lean it up against the table. 

6. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 
 
Lesson 7 

1. Read about still lifes. 
2. Set up three objects on the table in front of you. Choose objects that are simple and free 

of decoration. 
3. Tape or clip a piece of 18 x 12 in. sketch paper onto your drawing board. Draw the still 

life using a HB pencil. Draw as accurately as possible. Stop frequently to measure with 
your pencil and check the proportions in your drawing. Don’t shade your drawing. 

4. You can lean your drawing board up against the table, or you can put your feet up on a 
stool so that your knees are high and then lean your drawing board against your knees. 

5. Are there any diagonal lines in your still life? You can use your pencil to check the 
accuracy of diagonal lines that you have drawn. Hold out your pencil at arm’s length 
towards the diagonal line that you see in your setup. Turn the pencil slightly to the side 
until it lines up perfectly with the angle in your setup, and then carefully set your pencil 
against the line that you drew to see whether they are both at the same angle. 

6. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 
 
Lesson 8 

1. Read the definition of perspective. 

https://www.thebigorchard.com/media/products/9/models/a3-board.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBXpaxBVlDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQgjZbGK8Yc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqi7S74ouqw
http://www.josvanriswick.com/images/granaatappels-groene-fles.jpg
https://www.art-is-fun.com/still-life-paintings
https://www.thoughtco.com/definition-of-perspective-2577690


2. Read about one-point perspective and follow the directions. Use a sharp HB pencil on a 
piece of ordinary printer paper. Use a ruler to draw straight lines. Don’t press down too 
hard with your pencil – if your lines are dark, they will be hard to erase. 

3. Read some more about one-point perspective. Copy the examples if you want to. 
4. Watch this video. 
5. Here are some pictures showing one-point perspective. Choose one of them and copy 

it.  one  two  three  four 
 
Lesson 9 

1. Read about two-point perspective and follow the directions. 
2. Read some more about two-point perspective. Copy the example. 
3. Watch this video. 
4. Here are some pictures showing two-point perspective. Choose one of them and copy it. 

Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

 
Lesson 10 

1. Pencils are graded in a decreasing scale from 9H (the hardest one) to H, and in an 
increasing scale from B to 9B (the softest one). HB is the medium grade. It is not too 
hard or too soft. Pencils with hard leads draw light, clean, even lines, and soft leads are 
darker and crumble more. 

2. You can make dark tones in a drawing by using a pencil with a softer lead, by pressing 
the paper harder with your pencil, or by drawing close lines on top of each other (cross-
hatching). 

3. You can blend pencil strokes together by smudging them with your finger, a tortillon, a 
paper towel or napkin, or a chamois. If you use your finger for blending, make sure it is 
very clean and dry, not oily. 

4. Read about shading techniques. 
5. Read about shading and make the shading guide (on drawing paper). 
6. Read about blending and blend your shading guide. 
7. On the sheet of paper that has your shading guide, experiment with different pencils 

and different shading techniques. Try using different things to blend your pencil 
strokes. 

 
Lesson 11 

1. Look at these drawings of spheres. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

2. The lightest part on the sphere is called the highlight. The highlight is actually a 
reflection of the light that is shining on the sphere. 

https://design.tutsplus.com/articles/technical-drawing-for-beginners-one-point-perspective--vector-21839
http://www.drawingandpaintinglessons.com/Drawing-Lessons/Perspective-Mathematical-01.cfm
https://www.youtube.com/embed/adRWYWSw2XI?rel=0
http://dustinresch.com/portfolio/content/Grad%20School%20Exercises/1_1_resch_line-drawing.jpg
http://www.drawinghowtodraw.com/drawing-lessons/things/perspective-drawing/20.1perspective.JPG
http://mydrawingtutorials.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Drawing-a-room-in-one-point-perspective.jpg
http://img15.deviantart.net/60bc/i/2010/319/3/e/one_point_perspective___cubes_by_pockyshark-d32yemr.jpg
http://www.technologystudent.com/designpro/twopers1.htm
http://www.drawingandpaintinglessons.com/Drawing-Lessons/Perspective-Mathematical-02.cfm
https://www.youtube.com/embed/RpLJT_SHqpU?rel=0
http://blog.kis.ac.th/new/vaiya/files/2013/02/two-point.jpg
http://makingartfun.com/images/two-point-perspective4.jpg
http://www.how-to-draw-funny-cartoons.com/image-files/two-point-perspective-6.gif
http://draftingmanuals.tpub.com/14276/img/14276_277_1.jpg
http://artxplorez.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/two-point-perspective-2.jpg
http://web.archive.org/web/20180102150341/http:/howtodraw.pencilportraitsbyloupemberton.co.uk/step-by-step-drawing-tutorial/pencil-drawing-techniques/basic-pencil-drawing-techniques/
http://web.archive.org/web/20180302134802/http:/howtodraw.pencilportraitsbyloupemberton.co.uk:80/step-by-step-drawing-tutorial/pencil-drawing-techniques/shading-techniques-with-pencil/
http://web.archive.org/web/20180308181559/http:/howtodraw.pencilportraitsbyloupemberton.co.uk:80/step-by-step-drawing-tutorial/pencil-drawing-techniques/blending-pencil/
https://mir-s3-cdn-cf.behance.net/project_modules/disp/89c7a79271615.5602d98b9f619.jpg
http://artsparksfairfield.weebly.com/uploads/9/6/6/4/9664675/spheresmaller.jpg
https://www.arttutor.com/sites/default/files/styles/large_centered/public/how-to-draw-sphere-image19_0.png?itok=MzzYLAn8
http://www.drawinghowtodraw.com/drawing-lessons/things/images/drawing-spheres-balls_drawing-spheres-balls_html_m1ad21da7.jpg
http://www.michaeljhopcroft.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/IMG_1449-1024x784.jpg


3. The part of the sphere that is between the darkest part and the lightest part is called 
the middletone. 

4. The darkest part on the sphere is called the core shadow. 
5. The shadow that the sphere makes on the tabletop is called the cast shadow. 
6. Light reflects off the table and onto the bottom of the sphere. This light is 

called reflected light. 
7. Some of the reflected light on the sphere reflects back off the sphere into the cast 

shadow. This is called double-reflected light. 

•  
8. Print out the first of the five drawings of spheres that you saw above. Carefully draw a 

copy of it, being as accurate as you can. Don’t trace the circle. Draw it yourself. Make 
sure your pencil is sharp, and don’t press down too hard with it. To draw the circle, I 
suggest that you begin by lightly and quickly drawing circles over and over again on top 
of each other without lifting your pencil off the paper. Then, carefully draw an even 
round circle on top of that, and then erase the unnecessary lines. 

9. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

10. Look for the highlight, middletone, core shadow, reflected light, cast shadow, and 
double-reflected light in this photograph. 

11. Look at this drawing. 
 

https://allinonehomeschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/sam_0562.jpg
http://img15.deviantart.net/bf15/i/2011/182/7/0/the_eyes_of_africa___finished_by_paulopainface-d3knbko.jpg


Lesson 12 
1. Find a cylinder, a cube, a sphere, and a cone.  You can twist a piece of paper into a cone 

and tape it in place.  Tape the bottom of the sphere to the table so it doesn’t roll 
away.  Set these shapes up on a table a little below your eye level.  Make sure there is 
enough light in the room. 

2. With a HB pencil, draw your setup on a sheet of 18 x 24 drawing paper. Draw the 
outlines of the cast shadows too. Don’t make the drawing too small; it should fill the 
paper. 

3. Take great care to make your drawing as accurate as possible. Check for correct 
perspective. Use your pencil to measure the proportions and to check angles. 

4. Shade your drawing.  Use straight lines when shading flat things, like the cube and the 
tabletop.  Use curved lines when shading round things, like the sphere and the cone. 

5. When you’re finished, post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

6. Here’s an example. 

      

         

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/img_2465.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/img_2467.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/img_2468.jpg


                   

 
 
Lesson 13 

1. Set up a cup, an apple, and a book on a table a little below eye level.  If you don’t have an 
apple, use a different fruit or vegetable. 

2. With a HB pencil, quickly sketch the shape of each object on an 18 x 24 sheet of drawing 
paper. 

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/img_2469.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/img_2473.jpg


3. Use your pencil to check the proportions of the objects. Use your pencil to check the 
angle of the sides of the cup, and the angles that you see on the book. Refine the outlines 
of the drawing and erase the guidelines. 

4. Shade your drawing.  Draw what you actually see, not how you think it should look. You 
don’t have to include any words or complicated decoration in your drawing. 

5. Sign your name on your drawing when you’re finished and post your drawing to EP’s 
drawing flickr group. You can make constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell 
what you think is good about the drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

6. Here’s an example. 

 
 
Lesson 14  

1. Find two small boxes and set them on top of each other on a table just below eye 
level.  If you can’t find boxes, use thick books or building blocks or bricks instead. 

2. Draw them on an 18 x 24 sheet of drawing paper, using a HB pencil. As you draw, 
constantly stop and use your pencil to check the proportions and the angles. Check for 
correct perspective. Take great care to draw as accurately as possible. 

3. In order to help you draw more accurately, you may want to draw the boxes at first as if 
the sides were transparent, so that you can see the inside of the boxes, and then 
afterwards erase what you can’t actually see. 

4. Shade the boxes using straight lines. Don’t blend your pencil strokes together. When 
you’re finished, sign your name on your drawing and post your drawing to EP’s 

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0195.jpg


drawing flickr group. You can make constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell 
what you think is good about the drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

5. Here’s an example. 

 
 
Lesson 15 

1. Read the definition of foreshorten. 
2. Here are some examples of foreshortening.  Draw copies of some of them if you want to. 

•  one 
•  two 
•  three 
•  four 
•  five 

3. An ellipse is a circle that is viewed at an angle.  When you look across the face of a circle, 
it is foreshortened, and you see an ellipse. 

4. Here are some examples of ellipses that you can copy if you want to. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

5. Read about drawing ellipses. 
6. Look at these drawings. Choose one of them and draw a copy of it. Post your 

drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. You can always cut your drawing paper to 
make it whatever size you want. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

7. Quickly sketch some objects in your house. Use a sharp HB pencil on a sheet of 18 x 24 
sketch paper. 

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/foreshortening
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/f/images/foreshorten_finger2_th.gif
http://artchooser.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/Anker_Schlafender_Knabe_im_Heu-650x507.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/97/81/74/978174a9a55b95a0202f859f2d7b8197.jpg
http://fc09.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/117/b/3/foreshortening_by_milolomiko-d637obo.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/49/a5/9e/49a59eb5a8fde818c145b2ad8af7073f.jpg
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/ellipse
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/how-to-sketch-an-ellipse.jpg
http://userwww.sfsu.edu/trogu/420/reference/perspective/tutorials/ellipsesimages/edp_2.jpg
http://www.automotiveillustrations.com/tutorials/tutorialimages/tutorial-perspective-ellipse-fig14.jpg
https://cassandrabailey.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/dsc_0015.jpg
http://www.jaimetreadwell.com/contour-15-John-windsor-spheres%20copy.jpg
http://www.sibleyfineart.com/tutorial--draw-ellipses.htm
https://elenaciolacu.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/still-life-pencil-on-paper-50x701.jpg
http://orig06.deviantart.net/8241/f/2010/096/c/4/pencil_still_life_by_ethicallychallenged.jpg
http://orig08.deviantart.net/3ae4/f/2009/170/e/b/still_life__pencil_drawing_by_trendedsabotage.jpg
http://pic.pilpix.com/16/16144/study-for-still-life.jpg
http://img1.etsystatic.com/007/0/6355042/il_fullxfull.372655005_g0yk.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/rsz_img_2475.jpg


8. Here are some examples. 

 
 
Lesson 16 

1. Find some objects that have a variety of different shapes and arrange them on a table a 
little below eye level. 

2. Draw them quickly without looking at your paper. Use an 18 x 24 sheet of sketch paper. 
3. Get out a piece of 18 x 24 drawing paper.  You can look at your paper while you draw 

this time.  Quickly sketch the outlines of the objects, and then check with your pencil to 
make sure the proportions and angles in your drawing are correct. 

4. Refine the drawing and erase the guidelines. Strive to make your drawing as accurate 
as possible. 

5. You don’t need to shade your drawing. 
6. Sign your name on your drawing when you’re finished, and post it to EP’s drawing flickr 

group. You can make constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is 
good about the drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 17 

1. Try drawing the outline of your hand without looking at the paper. 
2. Sketch some objects in your house without looking at the paper while you draw. 
3. Study an object for a few minutes. Hold the image in your memory and try to sketch it 

with your eyes closed. 
4. Read this article, and then draw a still life. Set up an object or group of objects in your 

house and draw your setup. Check your drawing carefully for accuracy. 
5. Shade your drawing. Use pencils with hard leads like H and HB for shading light areas 

and soft 2B and 3B leads for darker areas.  You can build darkness by shading in 
layers.  The more layers you apply, the darker the area becomes. 

6. Sign your drawing when you’re finished. 
7. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 18 

1. Read this article and this article. 
2. Look at these five drawings. 

• one 

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/still-life-drawing-ideas
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.drawcentral.com/2010/09/how-to-draw-metal-objects.html
http://emptyeasel.com/2013/12/16/4-rules-to-drawing-reflective-objects/
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/62/88/03/628803e2fd18026c7e1cfdb4534117fa.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0196.jpg


• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

3. Find a smooth metal or glass object and draw a picture of it. Shade your drawing. 
4. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 19 

1. Read this and follow the directions. 
2. Look at all of the ten drawings below. Choose two of them and draw copies of them. 
3. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 20 

1. Draw a copy of one of these landscapes. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 

2. Look at these artworks. Choose one and draw a picture of it. 
3. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

4. You should carry a sketchbook with you and draw landscapes when you go outside. 
5. Read this. 
6. Read about keeping a sketchbook. 
7. Explore Stephen Wiltshire’s website. He began to sell his artwork when he was 7 years 

old, and at age 8 he was commissioned by the British Prime Minister to create a drawing 
of Salisbury Cathedral. 

 
Lesson 21 

1. Throw a sheet or tablecloth over a chair and draw it.  Keep checking to make sure your 
drawing is accurate.  Shade your drawing. 

2. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.com/236x/b8/20/2e/b8202e343688921d8262f040b869f9c2.jpg
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/052f7-shiny.jpg
http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/0a/db/f7/0adbf75acdca080fe3f12293888f7f9b.jpg
https://georgewashingtonart.wikispaces.com/file/view/Drawing_-_Glass_Bottle.jpg/80933493/502x780/Drawing_-_Glass_Bottle.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.drawingandpaintinglessons.com/Drawing-Lessons/Pencil-Exercise.cfm
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.knowledgeoverflow.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/s-Landscape.jpg
http://www.knowledgeoverflow.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Roses.jpg
http://mostviewsvideo.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/lornesiebengallery5.jpg
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/197/2/4/on_vacation_in_a_nice_place_by_jiheneharzallah-d6ds342.jpg
https://m1.behance.net/rendition/modules/18135689/disp/107dcc176831bc56de20c07007787450.jpg
http://livingdesign.info/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/amy-dover-021.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/bird-pencil-drawing-artist.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/024/1/6198640/il_340x270.509061575_5rnd.jpg
http://jizogarden.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/picture-2-1.jpg
http://hative.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/butterfly-drawing-12.jpg
http://pic.pilpix.com/16/16144/study-for-landscape-2.jpg
http://www.dianewrightfineart.com/tutorial-trees/26-iowafinal.jpg
https://www.artmajeur.com/medias/standard/k/p/kpasstence/artwork/333221_mtn11.jpg
https://www.saatchiart.com/account/artworks/665595
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://drawsketch.about.com/cs/traveljournals/a/keepsketchbook.htm
http://chadtownsend.com/how_to_keep_sketchbook/
https://www.stephenwiltshire.co.uk/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/


3. Look through Kehinde Wiley’s website. Read about the artist and his work, and look 
through the images. 

 
Lesson 22 

1. Look out a window and draw what you see.  Use a HB pencil on 18 x 24 drawing 
paper.  Keep checking for correct angles and correct proportions.  Check the 
perspective. Do not shade your drawing. 

2. Don’t forget to sign your drawing when you’re finished. 
3. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

4. Look at these drawings. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

5. Read about keeping a sketchbook. 
6. Read about artist Nick Cave and watch the video. Nick Cave is famous for his 

“Soundsuits”, which are sculptures that can be worn. 
 
Lesson 23 

1. Draw a picture of one of the paintings below. You don’t need to shade the drawing. 
2. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 

 
Lesson 24 

1. Read about how to set up a still life for drawing. 
2. Set up a still life and draw it. Strive to get your drawing as accurate as possible. Use 

whatever size drawing paper you want to. You can shade your drawing or not; 
whichever you prefer. 

3. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

4. Look at this still life drawing. 
5. Look at the still life drawings below.  You can draw copies of some of them if you want 

to. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 

http://kehindewiley.com/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://greayer.com/studiog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/wynton_marsalis.jpg
http://greayer.com/studiog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/6a00d8341cd7ed53ef0120a69d9777970b-300wi.jpg
http://www.l-s-lowry.co.uk/lowry-original-viewfromwindowbroughton.jpg
https://41.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_ll7gkaDB0V1qba68zo1_500.jpg
http://dbprng00ikc2j.cloudfront.net/work/image/338777/slide/20100824090106-Window_shopping.JPG
http://www.finearttips.com/2009/12/6-tips-for-a-stress-free-sketchbook/
https://art21.org/artist/nick-cave/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/a-lake-in-the-sierra-nevada-albert-bierstadt.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-light-in-the-forest-albert-bierstadt.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/half-dome-yosemite-albert-bierstadt.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/still-life-cornelis-de-heem.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/-still-life-of-carnations--emile-vernon.html
http://drawsketch.about.com/cs/howtoindex/ht/still_life.htm
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-reflective-still-life-benjamin-proulx.html
http://www.jdhillberry.com/images/Onions%20and%20Garlic.jpg
http://www.mattdeakinfineart.com/uploads/2/3/5/0/2350480/5418732_orig.jpg?518
http://fc07.deviantart.net/fs7/i/2005/189/f/7/Still_life_Drawing_III__by_nimra.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/79130-jug1.jpg
http://fc00.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2010/353/d/f/pencil_drawing__nike_air_by_super_zombie-d358wrp.jpg


6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 25 

1. Copy this photo as accurately as you can.  Don’t trace anything. 
2. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

3. Look through this gallery of work by Mary Cassatt. She was an American painter and 
printmaker who lived from 1844-1926. She is famous for her paintings of mothers and 
children. 

 
Lesson 26 

1. Find an object that is just one color, and set it on a table where light is shining on it. 
2. Draw the outline of the object, and then look for the darkest areas on the object. 
3. Draw outlines of the darkest areas, and then look for the lightest areas on the object. 

Draw outlines of the lightest areas. 
4. Now you have drawn lines to separate the darkest areas, the lightest areas, and the 

middletones. Fill in the darkest areas with a dark tone. Fill in the middletones with a 
lighter tone, and leave the lightest areas white. You are simplifying this drawing by 
shading it using only two even tones – a dark gray and a light gray – with no gradation 
or transitions. 

5. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
 
Lesson 27 

1. Using a pencil with a soft lead, draw sketches of three of the paintings below showing 
the dark and light areas.  Don’t draw outlines of the objects in the paintings, just show 
the dark and light areas.  Draw these sketches in your sketchbook. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 

http://fc07.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2012/019/0/4/diamond_gemstone_by_xenaquill-d4my6as.jpg
http://th03.deviantart.net/fs71/200H/i/2012/337/7/b/love4music_by_preethi9691-d5mypwh.jpg
http://th05.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/i/2011/288/0/9/spoon_water_cup_by_catblind-d4cv6zh.jpg
http://www.artfire.com/uploads/product/2/932/50932/1850932/1850932/large/still_life_drawing_in_graphite_and_pencil_of_a_pair_glasses_in_light__48701a4d.jpg
http://www.handrawn.com/images/newart/still_life_04-Thumb.jpg
http://i.ytimg.com/vi/V3WmrWUEIJo/maxresdefault.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://www.marycassatt.org/the-complete-works.html?pageno=1
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:Bouguereau_Seule-au-monde.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_(1825-1905)_-_The_Haymaker_(1869).jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_(1825-1905)_-_Young_Worker_(1869).jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/river-scene-catskill-john-william-casilear-.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-majesty-of-the-mountains-albert-bierstadt.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/2-dahlias-pierre-auguste-renoir.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/a-cornish-roller-david-james.html


2. Here’s an example.  This is the painting I 

sketched.   
 
Lesson 28 

1. Chiaroscuro means the contrast between light and dark. 
2. Read about chiaroscuro. 
3. Read about Leonardo da Vinci’s use of chiaroscuro. 
4. In your sketchbook, draw sketches of three of the paintings below showing the light and 

dark tones in them. 
5. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 29 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_(1825-1905)_-_Italian_Girl_Drawing_Water_(1871).jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiaroscuro
http://www.webexhibits.org/colorart/vinci.html
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/supper-at-emmaus-michelangelo-merisi-da-caravaggio.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-appearance-of-the-angel-to-saint-joseph-georges-de-la-tour.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_(1825-1905)_-_Italian_Girl_Drawing_Water_(1871).jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_(1825-1905)_-_T%C3%AAte_d%27Etude_l%27Oiseau_(1867).jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau#mediaviewer/File:William_A._Bouguereau_-_Yvonnette_-_1867.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d6/Gerrit_van_Honthorst_-_De_koppelaarster.jpg
http://www.artofcolour.com/chiaroscuro/chiaroscuro-image-files/st-matthew.jpg
http://emptyeasel.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/07/st.josephthecarpenterbygeorgesdelatour.jpg
http://www.artofcolour.com/chiaroscuro/chiaroscuro-image-files/magdalene.jpg
http://makeyourideasart.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Georges-de-La-Tour-Magdalen-of-Night-Light.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0189.jpg


1. Print out these drawings of eyes. Make sure that what you are printing out fills the 
whole page. Tape the printout to your drawing board. Tape a second piece of printer 
paper to the drawing board right next to your printout. Make sure the two pieces of 
paper are perfectly aligned at the top and bottom. You will use a HB pencil to copy these 
drawings of eyes as accurately as possible. 

2. You may find it helpful to have the two sheets of paper overlap so you can have your 
drawing be as near as possible to the drawing that you are copying. Make sure that your 
drawing board is not laying flat against the tabletop – you should sit with the board 
tilted up towards your eyes. 

3. This is called Bargue drawing. These drawings of eyes are part of a famous drawing 
course that was created in the 1800s by a French artist named Charles Bargue. 

4. Your drawings should be exactly the same size as the originals. Follow these steps 
as you copy each eye: 
1. There is a horizontal and a vertical line drawn on top of each eye. These are 

reference points that you will take all your measurements from to check the 
accuracy of your drawings. Begin by drawing those two lines. 

2. On top of the cross that you drew, loosely and lightly sketch the general shapes and 
lines of the eye. 

3. Use your pencil to carefully measure every part of your sketch and check for 
mistakes. Expect to find lots of mistakes – mistakes are part of the learning 
process and should not be viewed as failure. If you’re not making mistakes, 
you’re not learning anything!  Correct every mistake that you can spot and 
refine your drawing and erase any unnecessary lines. Every line in your drawing 
should be at exactly the same length and angle as it is in the original.  

5. Bargue drawing requires a lot of patience. Do not move on to the next eye until you are 
unable to find any mistakes in the last eye that you drew. If you don’t strive for 
accuracy, you’re missing the point of this practice. Try to draw the lines with the 
same thickness as the lines you see in the printout. 

6. As you draw, try not to think of them as eyes. Instead, try to think of them as abstract 
shapes and lines. Turn your board upside down occasionally and draw an eye upside 
down. This will give you a fresh perspective and help you to see the shapes more 
abstractly instead of thinking of them as eyes. You should frequently stop and set your 
drawing board against a wall and step back and look at your drawings from a distance. 
This can help you get a fresh perspective and notice mistakes that you might not have 
noticed up close. 

7. When you’re finished copying the whole page, take a photo of your drawing board with 
both pieces of paper on it. Post the photo to EP’s drawing flickr group so that others can 
compare your copies to the originals and check how accurate your drawings are. You 
can check others’ drawings too and leave comments on their work. 

 
Lesson 30 

1. We will do some more Bargue drawing today. Print out these drawings of ears and copy 
them in the same way that you copied the eyes in Lesson 29. This time, don’t draw on 
printer paper. Instead, measure and cut a piece of good drawing paper so that it is 
exactly the same size as your printout. You can use a 2B pencil for shading. 

2. When you’re finished copying the whole page, take a photo of your drawing board with 
both pieces of paper on it. Post the photo to EP’s drawing flickr group so that others can 

https://i0.wp.com/www.louissmithart.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Plate-of-Eyes-web-.jpg?w=640
http://thevirtualinstructor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/drawingonaflatsurface.jpg
http://thevirtualinstructor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/drawingonaflatsurface.jpg
http://www.louissmithart.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Ears-web.jpg


compare your copies to the originals and check how accurate your drawings are. You 
can check others’ drawings too and leave comments on their work. 

 
Lesson 31 

1. We are progressing to slightly more complicated Bargue drawing today. Print out these 
drawings of faces in profile and copy them as accurately as possible in the same way 
that you copied the other pages of Bargue drawings. Draw on good drawing paper, and 
use a 2B pencil. Don’t press down too hard, because you need to be able to erase a lot. 

2. When you’re finished copying the whole page, take a photo of your drawing board with 
both pieces of paper on it. Post the photo to EP’s drawing flickr group so that others can 
compare your copies to the originals and check how accurate your drawings are. Leave 
a comment under your photo telling us what you think of Bargue drawing and how your 
experience doing it has been. Is it easy? hard? helpful? 

3. You can check others’ drawings too and leave comments on their work. 
 
Lesson 32 

1. Look at these sculptures. Choose one and draw a picture of it. 
2. If you have any sculptures in your house, draw them. 
3. Find a plain white smooth object such as an egg or a ceramic jug. Set it on the table  in 

front of you and light it from one side with a single strong light source, such as a desk 
lamp. Draw the outlines of the object with a HB pencil on good drawing paper. Review 
Lesson 11 with the drawing of the sphere, and then carefully shade your drawing using 
whatever pencils you think would work best. As you draw, squint at the object so that 
you can more easily see the masses of light and dark. 

4. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

5. Explore this artist’s website. 
 
Lesson 33 

1. Crumple up a piece of white paper and put it on a table in front of you. 
2. Draw a picture of it on a sheet of 9 x 12 drawing paper. It will be easier if you shine a 

bright light on the crumpled paper from one side. Keep measuring with your pencil to 
make the drawing as accurately as possible. Think of the crumpled-up paper as a group 
of abstract shapes put together. 

3. Shade your drawing carefully. Squint at the crumpled-up paper so that you don’t 
notice the details and all you see are the masses of light and dark. This will help 
you judge the tones more accurately. Strive to make the tones in your drawing match 
the tones you actually see on the paper. 

4. Don’t draw dark outlines if you don’t actually see them around the object you are 
drawing. 

5. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 34 

1. Put an object in a piece of aluminum foil or in a metal pot or pan. 

https://i2.wp.com/www.louissmithart.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Profiles-web.jpg?w=656&h=492&crop
https://i2.wp.com/www.louissmithart.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Profiles-web.jpg?w=656&h=492&crop
http://theonlinesculptureshop.com/html/butler_and_peach_gallery.html
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.didierwilliam.com/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/


2. On a sheet of 9 x 12 drawing paper, draw the outlines of what you see in the setup. 
Carefully draw the outline of every single reflection that you see. Instead of thinking 
about what the objects in your setup are, just think of your setup as a group of abstract 
shapes, and try to copy every little shape exactly as you see it. Thinking this way will 
end up making your drawing much more realistic. 

3. Shade your drawing carefully. Squint at the setup so that all you see are masses of light 
and dark. This will help you judge the shapes and tones more accurately. 

4. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

5. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 35 

1. Pour a glass of water and set it on a table where light is shining on it. 
2. On a sheet of 9 x 12 drawing paper, draw the glass and water and use your pencil to 

check the proportions. Draw the outline of every single reflection that you see. Don’t 
think of what you are drawing as being glass and water – with all of its reflections, think 
of it as being abstract shapes. 

3. Shade your drawing carefully. Squint at the setup so that you can’t see the details 
and all you see are masses of light and dark. This will help you judge the shapes 
and tones more accurately. 

4. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

5. Look at this drawing  and this drawing. 
 
Lesson 36 

1. Read about how to make a viewfinder. The rectangular hole in a viewfinder 
represents your paper. You can use a viewfinder by holding it up in front of the scene 
that you are drawing a picture of and looking through the hole to see what will be on 
your paper, how much of the scene will be included in your drawing. 

2. Make your own viewfinder. Use a piece of thin smooth cardboard from a cereal box, or 
use a piece of thick cardstock. Use a ruler and marker to measure a rectangle in the 
center of the viewfinder that has the same proportions as an 18 x 24 sheet of drawing 
paper, so that the rectangle represents the shape of your paper. Use a razor blade or X-
Acto knife to carefully cut the rectangle out. 

3. This is my own viewfinder: 

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://ih0.redbubble.net/image.7875703.6577/mp,550x550,gloss,ffffff,t.3.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://fc00.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2013/332/6/0/glass_of_water___graphite_drawing_by_pauloppereira-d6w02ux.jpg
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2011/004/7/8/have_a_glass_of_water_by_lanemerged-d36f6b7.jpg
http://donnayoung.org/art/sighting.htm


•  
4. Look at these five drawings of interior spaces. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

5. Now you will draw an interior space. Use an 18 x 24 sheet of drawing paper and a HB 
pencil and a ruler. Choose an area in your house (or another building) to draw, and sit 
down with your drawing board tilted up towards your eyes. (Or, if you have an easel 
that you can stand at, put your drawing board on the easel and stand up to draw.) 

6. Before you begin drawing, hold out your viewfinder and look through it to decide what 
will be included in your drawing. Then draw everything that you see in the 
viewfinder.  Your drawing should fill the whole sheet of paper and go all the way to the 
edges. Make sure that you hold out your viewfinder in the same place and at the 
same distance from your face each time that you look through it. 

7. You can use a ruler to draw straight lines. Use what you learned about one-point 
perspective and two-point perspective to help you make a more realistic drawing.  Keep 
using your pencil to check the proportions of objects in relationship to one another and 
to check angles. 

8. Don’t shade your drawing. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when 
you’re finished. 

 
Lesson 37 

1. Look at all of these drawings of interior spaces. 

https://img00.deviantart.net/3ff9/i/2015/114/6/5/contour_line_interior_space_drawings_by_callienicole-d5jg5dm.jpg
http://www.ambermacpherson.com/uploads/1/7/3/5/17357831/2905637_orig.jpg
https://mir-s3-cdn-cf.behance.net/project_modules/max_1200/c6323732681335.568efb77b7d91.jpg
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/98aff-1_point_interior10.jpg
http://www.coolspaces.tv/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/StephenChung-ZartoshyLoft1-820x500.jpg


• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight  This drawing was done with charcoal. 

2. Draw another interior space in your home or another building, like what you drew for 
Lesson 36. Use a HB pencil on 18 x 24 drawing paper. Use your viewfinder. Be sure to 
choose a scene that has objects up close as well as objects that are far away. Try to 
convey a sense of depth and distance and space in your drawing. If you can, include a 
staircase in your drawing. 

3. If you have an easel that you can stand at, then put your drawing board on the easel and 
stand up to draw the picture. But if you don’t have an easel, just make sure that your 
drawing board is tilted up towards your eyes, not laying flat on a tabletop. Put the 
drawing board on your lap and lean it up against a tabletop, or put a stool under your 
feet so that your knees are raised and lean the drawing board against your knees. 

4. Take great care to make your drawing as accurate as possible. Keep using your pencil to 
check the proportions of objects in relationship to one another and to check angles. Use 
what you learned about one-point perspective and two-point perspective to help 
you make a more realistic drawing. But be sure that you draw exactly what you 
see in front of you. If you’re trying to follow the rules of perspective and you end 
up with a drawing that has different angles than the ones that you see in real life 
in front of you, then just draw what you’re seeing in front of you. 

5. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 
 
Lesson 38 

1. Draw another interior space in your home or in another building. Use a HB pencil on 18 
x 24 drawing paper, and use your viewfinder, and use a ruler to draw straight lines. 

2. Be sure to choose a scene that has objects up close as well as objects that are far away. 
Include walls in your drawing, as well as doors or arches or windows. Try to convey a 
sense of depth and distance and space in your drawing. 

3. You used your knowledge of perspective to create your other two drawings, but in this 
drawing, don’t use your knowledge of perspective. Instead, just use your pencil to 
measure the different angles and sizes and distances that you see in front of you. When 
you were drawing still lifes, you didn’t use perspective. You just used your pencil to 
measure what you saw and check your drawing. Think of this interior space as one huge 
still life. If you use your pencil to measure and check the diagonal lines in your drawing 
correctly, and if you correctly measure how tall and wide things look in relationship to 
one another from the vantage point that you’re at, then everything in your drawing will 
end up in correct perspective, because you’ve drawn it the way it actually looks in real 
life. 

4. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 
5. Look at this drawing. When I was fourteen years old, I drew this picture of the view 

from my bedroom window. I was living in a city in the middle east. 
 

http://eemcnow.net/wp-content/uploads/pre-instruction-drawing-corner-bedroom-final-self_137506.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/19/9f/4f/199f4fd21b1fb561c08784fdb02ff7fc.jpg
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/d985b-library.jpg
https://creativityfuse.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Architect-Herzog-de-Meuron-Beijing-National-Stadium-Beijing-drawing-by-Klara-Ostaniewicz.jpg
http://architectsandartisans.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/klara-ostaniewicz/klarameier2.jpg
http://www.shalumrendering.com/images/renderings/pencil/rend004a.jpg
http://shalumrendering.com/images/renderings/pencil/rend018_1.jpg
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/b248e-warminterior.jpg
https://rebecca3946.files.wordpress.com/2017/10/1.jpg?w=840


Lesson 39 
1. Draw a picture of your hand.  You don’t need to shade your drawing. 
2. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

3. Look at all of the pencil drawings below and see if one of them gives you an idea for a 
new drawing that you can create yourself. Then draw a picture of whatever you want to. 

4. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten  
11. eleven 
12. twelve 
13. thirteen 
14. fourteen 
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 
18. eighteen 
19. nineteen 
20. twenty 

 
Lesson 40 

1. Read this and draw the car. 
2. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 41 

1. Read about drawing with powdered graphite and follow the directions. 
2. Look at this drawing of a hand.  Notice that there are no visible lines anywhere.  The 

hand is not outlined. 
 
Lesson 42 

1. Read about drawing landscapes. 
2. Read about drawing realistic trees. 
3. When you’re drawing landscapes, remember that the objects in the foreground (the 

closest objects to the viewer) are clear and easier to see and the colors and tones are 

https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/cute-pug-olga-shvartsur.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-moving-image-emma-kennaway.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/moving-image-emma-kennaway.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/forever-wolf-love-the-greeting-joette-snyder.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/old-and-wrinkled-suzy-pal-powell.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/safe-jyvonne-inman.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/cherished-jyvonne-inman.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/bald-eagle-arline-wagner.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/border-grin-sheona-hamilton-grant.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-old-tree-bob-crawford.html
http://www.boredpanda.com/3d-pencil-drawings/
http://www.wetcanvas.com/Community/images/24-Jan-2009/139409-abstract_face_1.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/floral-pencil-drawings/
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/151/4/d/kitten___pencil_drawing_by_roni_yoffe-d678yrp.jpg
http://www.snappypixels.com/animals/realistic-pencil-drawings-of-animals-22-pictures/
http://amazingcentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Realistic-Pencil-Drawings-1.jpg
http://thatdesigner.com/portfolio/classic-vw-drawings/
http://www.kimberlywhitehead.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/PencilLighthouse.jpg
http://www.ship-paintings.com/pencil-sketches.htm
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2011/234/c/3/floral_pencil_drawings_by_brendawatts-d47i115.jpg
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/how_to_draw_a_car.html
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.toadhollowstudio.com/powdered_graphite.html
http://www.artistsnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/valeriopener_-how-to-draw-a-sphere.jpg?9f1c2f
http://www.drawing-pencil-sketches.com/how-to-draw-landscapes.html
http://www.artgraphica.net/free-art-lessons/free-art-tutorials/photorealistic-tree-art-lesson.htm
https://www.thoughtco.com/tone-definition-in-art-182471


more intense. Objects in the background appear lighter and cannot be seen as clearly. 
This is called atmospheric perspective (or aerial perspective). 

4. Look at this image that illustrates atmospheric perspective. 
5. Draw a landscape on a 9 x 12 sheet of paper. Shade your drawing. Use both hard and 

soft pencils. You can draw either from life or from a photo that you took yourself. For 
this drawing, it isn’t necessary to draw an exact copy of what you see – you can “edit” 
what you see in real life. 

6. You can do a google search for more information and tutorials that would help you with 
this drawing. For example, if there is a river in your drawing, you may want to google 
“techniques for drawing realistic moving water in pencil”. You can always search the 
internet for information or inspiration to help you with a drawing. If there is something 
in a lesson that you don’t understand or are having difficulty with, you could try looking 
for YouTube tutorials to explain it. 

7.  Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 43 

1. Draw a sketch of your hand using a pen. 
2. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

3. Draw pictures of these feet. 
• one 
• two 
• three 

4. If you can get somebody to pose for you, draw his or her feet. 
5. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 

constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

6. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 44 

1. Draw all of these skulls. Your drawings only need to be simple sketches, but strive to 
make your proportions as correct as possible. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 

2. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

 
Lesson 45 

1. When you are drawing a head, you need to make sure that the proportions are correct. 
2. Read this and study the illustrations carefully. 

http://orig01.deviantart.net/8acd/f/2013/170/0/c/gayas_inclass3_by_yunasakura-d69onf0.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs24/f/2007/343/1/6/feet_by_ewewew.jpg
http://www.ice-age-europe.eu/files/bilder/Partner/Prehistomuseum/Pictures/bare-foot.jpg
http://www.serenityspakingston.com/images/services/feet.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://th09.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/i/2012/211/9/2/african_beauty_queen_by_jogumatic-d598nv5.jpg
http://www.daviddarling.info/images/human_skull_side.jpg
http://www.drawninblack.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/11/skull-human.jpg
http://fossilhistory.com/data/boneimages/humanmale.jpg
http://static8.depositphotos.com/1327793/844/i/950/depositphotos_8447113-a-side-view-of-a-human-skull.jpg
http://www.history-matters.com/archive/jfk/arrb/master_med_set/md72/pages/md72_0001a.gif
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/proportions-of-a-head.html


3. Read this and follow the directions.  Don’t shade the face.  The face that you draw 
should be better than the example drawing. 

4. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. You can make 
constructive comments on other’s artwork. Tell what you think is good about the 
drawing and tell any suggestion for improving it. 

5. Copy this. 
6. Copy these sketches of heads. 

 
Lesson 46 

1. Try to draw a face with correct proportions from your imagination. 
2. When you are finished drawing, check to make sure the facial proportions you drew 

were correct.  Correct any mistakes that you find in your drawing. 
3. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. I’m going to stop 

giving you flickr directions, but continue to always post your drawings for this course to 
EP’s drawing flickr group. Bookmark the link or find it at the top of the course page. 
Comment on other people’s drawings to help them, and always say something 
positive and try to help by giving a suggestion. 

 
Lesson 47 

1. Print out these two diagrams that show the skull inside of the head. Hang them up on a 
wall where you can look at them every day. Draw copies of them. 
• side view 
• front view 

 
Lesson 48 

1. Complete ALL of these pencil shading exercises. Don’t blend your shading. You can 
make your shading smooth without blending by gradually building up many layers of 
light, soft, even strokes. This exercise will require a lot of patience, but it will be worth 
it! Post your work to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 

 
Lesson 49 

1. Find a white or light-colored object in your house to draw. It should be free of surface 
decoration. It should be complex, like a sculpture of a person – not something simple 
and smooth like a ceramic jug. 

2. Shine a strong light on the object. There should be only one light source. 
3. Draw the outlines of the object, and then look for the outlines of the shadows that are 

on the object. Draw the outlines of the shadows. 
4. Fill in the shadow areas using only one tone. Here is an example that I did. It is a 

drawing of a sculpture. It was done with charcoal. 
5. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 

 
Lesson 50 

1. Set up an egg on a table in front of you and draw a picture of it. Shade your drawing 
carefully. This is an exercise to practice realistic shading. Post your drawing to EP’s 
drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 

Lesson 51 

http://www.instructables.com/id/How-To-Draw-a-Face-Proportions-Made-Easy/?ALLSTEPS
https://www.flickr.com/groups/epdrawingprofessionally/
http://thevirtualinstructor.com/images/headpositions.jpg
http://www.stanprokopenko.com/blog/images/headanyangle/thumbnails/add-features-thumb.jpg
http://juliasattout.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/proportions_of_a_head_3.gif
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2F2.bp.blogspot.com%2F-dnzk2PBdxJs%2FU3xgQadZlDI%2FAAAAAAAAB2Y%2F6myB_1_NbpU%2Fs1600%2FThe%2BArt%2Bof%2BDrawing%2BPeople-742%2Bcopy.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fdrawartwork.blogspot.com%2F2014%2F05%2Funderstanding-facial-anatomy.html&docid=9rpdw2KmXdCVDM&tbnid=erxoH1f644On2M%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjUh8aJy5rbAhXht1kKHbD3BiYQMwg3KAEwAQ..i&w=840&h=1016&bih=637&biw=1366&q=image%20of%20a%20skull%20inside%20a%20head%20drawing%20anatomy&ved=0ahUKEwjUh8aJy5rbAhXht1kKHbD3BiYQMwg3KAEwAQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2F2.bp.blogspot.com%2F-WLm1K68kfhw%2FU3xgLQC5bMI%2FAAAAAAAAB2E%2FjNtX3lWze8M%2Fs1600%2FThe%2BArt%2Bof%2BDrawing%2BPeople-739%2Bcopy.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fdrawartwork.blogspot.com%2F2014%2F05%2Funderstanding-facial-anatomy.html&docid=9rpdw2KmXdCVDM&tbnid=wUlRY86yXFIDyM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjUh8aJy5rbAhXht1kKHbD3BiYQMwhXKBcwFw..i&w=696&h=1208&bih=637&biw=1366&q=image%20of%20a%20skull%20inside%20a%20head%20drawing%20anatomy&ved=0ahUKEwjUh8aJy5rbAhXht1kKHbD3BiYQMwhXKBcwFw&iact=mrc&uact=8
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/pencil-shading-techniques.html
https://rebecca3946.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/giles_finalproject_02.jpg


1. It’s time for some more Bargue drawing! Print out this drawing of a bust of a bearded 
man. Make sure that what you are printing out fills the whole page. Tape the printout to 
your drawing board. 

2. Tape a piece of 9 x 12 drawing paper to the drawing board right next to your printout. 
Make sure the two pieces of paper are perfectly aligned at the top. 

3. You may find it helpful to have the two sheets of paper overlap so you can have your 
drawing be as near as possible to the drawing that you are copying. Make sure that you 
tilt your drawing board up towards your eyes, or draw at an easel. 

4. Copy both the simple drawing on the left and the finished, fully shaded drawing on the 
right. Use only a HB pencil for the drawing on the left, but for the drawing on the right 
you can use a 2B for shading. 

5. Your drawings should be exactly the same size as the originals. Copy the drawing on 
the left first. Then, follow these steps as you copy the finished shaded drawing: 
1. Begin by loosely sketching the outlines of the head, like the drawing on the left. Your 

drawing should be parallel to the drawing that you are copying, because this will 
make it easier to measure and check for mistakes. 

2. Use a ruler to draw a vertical line down the center of your drawing. You will use this 
as a reference point to take measurements from to check the accuracy of your 
drawing. 

3. Using your pencil or a ruler, measure the height of the drawing on the printout. 
Then, check to be sure that your drawing is exactly the same height. Draw lines or 
dots to indicate where the top and bottom of your drawing should be, and be careful 
not to pass those, or your drawing will be too big. 

4. Use your pencil to measure the width of every part of your drawing and check for 
mistakes. Correct every mistake that you can find. Continue to refine your drawing. 

5. Measure to see where the eyes, nose and mouth should be placed. Draw lines to 
indicate exactly where they should be placed, and then correct your drawing. 

6. Continue using your pencil to carefully measure and check the proportions of every 
part of your drawing and check for mistakes. Expect to find lots of mistakes – 
mistakes are part of the learning process and should not be viewed as failure. If 
you’re not making mistakes, you’re not learning anything!  Correct every mistake 
that you can spot and refine your drawing and erase any unnecessary lines. Every 
line in your drawing should be at exactly the same length and angle as it is in the 
original.  

7. Once you are satisfied that your drawing is as correct as you can make it, shade it. 
There are basically two shades in this drawing: dark gray and light gray. Before you 
begin shading, squint at the printout in order to see the masses of light and dark. As 
you are shading, keep pausing to squint at the printout and then at your drawing, to 
see whether the masses of light and dark have the same shapes and tones in both 
images. If not, correct your drawing. 

6. Bargue drawing requires a lot of time, energy and patience. But if you don’t strive for 
accuracy, you’re missing the point of this practice. 

7. In the simple drawing on the left side of the printout, the head is broken down into its 
abstract shapes and lines. You should think of your drawing in this way. Try to forget 
that it is a head. Pretend that you have no idea what it is and that all you’re seeing is a 
group of abstract shapes and lines, and then just try to copy them exactly. This is helpful 
for drawing realistically because you’re drawing what you see in front of you, not what 
you know. 

http://drawingacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/Charles-Barque-drawing-Course-9.jpg
http://drawingacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/Charles-Barque-drawing-Course-9.jpg


8. Turn your board upside down occasionally and work on your drawing while it is 
upside down. This will give you a fresh perspective and help you to see the shapes more 
abstractly instead of thinking of them as a head. You should frequently stop and set 
your drawing board against a wall and step back and look at your drawing from a 
distance. This can help you get a fresh perspective and notice mistakes that you might 
not have noticed up close. 

9. When you’re finished copying the whole page, take a photo of your drawing board with 
both pieces of paper on it. Post the photo to EP’s drawing flickr group so that others can 
compare your copy to the original and check how accurate your drawing is. You can 
check others’ drawings too and leave comments on their work. 

 
Lesson 52 

1. Print out this drawing of a bust of a young man. If you want your drawing to be larger, 
you can print it out on two pieces of paper, so that the sketch on the left fills one page 
and the finished drawing on the right fills another page. 

2. Copy this drawing in the same way that you copied the drawing in Lesson 48. Follow the 
directions from Lesson 48 to complete the drawing in the correct way. Post a photo of 
your drawing board to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re finished. 

3. Look at Rembrandt’s paintings and etchings. 
 
Lesson 53 

1. Print out this drawing of a bust of a young woman. Copy the drawing carefully in the 
same way that you copied the drawing of the bearded man in Lesson 48. Follow the 
directions from Lesson 48 in order to complete the drawing in the correct way. 

2. Notice that the woman’s head is tilted slightly, so the line down the center must be 
diagonal rather than vertical. The lines that show the location of her eyebrows, eyes, 
nose, and mouth are diagonal rather than horizontal. 

3. Post a photo of your drawing board to EP’s drawing flickr group when you’re 
finished. 

 
Lesson 54 

1. Read this carefully. 
2. Read this and follow the directions.  You don’t need to use exactly the same tools. 
3. When I draw eyes, I usually use HB and 2B pencils for the iris and an 8B pencil for the 

pupil. 
4. Draw a copy of this diagram of an eye if you want to. 
5. Look at these drawings of eyes.  Copy some of these drawings if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 

6. Draw the eyes in these photos.  one  two  three  four  five 
 
Lesson 55 

1. Read this and follow the directions. 

https://c1.staticflickr.com/7/6103/7036697217_1559b546f9_b.jpg
http://www.rembrandtpainting.net/
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/75b4a-7469457462_705d9ac070_o.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/drawing-the-eye.html
http://www.onlypencil.com/blog/tutorials/drawing-the-human-eye/
http://www.freedom-eyecare.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/eye-diagram.jpg
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2011/175/6/9/how_to_draw__female_eye_by_vanmaniac-d3jvqsi.jpg
http://tutorialspress.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/traditional_eye_tutorial.jpg
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2013/296/e/a/how_to_draw_an_eye_by_abdonjromero-d6rlxt7.jpg
http://idrawgirls.com/images/2011Q1/drawing-eye-tutorial.jpg
http://www.stars-portraits.com/en/tutorial/drawing-eye.html
http://worldofarts.eu/40-beautiful-and-realistic-pencil-drawings-of-eyes/
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/02-2013/37-eyes-closed-pencil-drawing.jpg
https://writingwithoutwords.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/women_monochrome_faces_portraits_desktop_2972x2548_hd-wallpaper-1182095.jpg
http://www.excellenthairstyles.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/short-hairstyles-for-round-faces-for-2014.jpg
http://img.medicalxpress.com/newman/gfx/news/hires/face.jpg
http://hairstyleku.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/oval-face-men-.jpg
http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-5/children-faces-of-east-timor-diane-height.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/drawing-the-nose.html


2. Read this carefully.  Keep clicking Next until you get to page four. 
3. Look at these drawings of noses.  Copy some of these drawings if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 

4. Draw the noses in these photos.  one  two  three  four 
5. Look in a mirror and draw your nose. 

 
Lesson 56 

1. Read this carefully and follow the directions. 
2. Read this and draw the mouth. 
3. Look at these drawings of mouths.  Copy some of them if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 

4. Draw the mouths in these photos.  one  two  three  four 
 
Lesson 57 

1.  Read this and draw the ear. 
2.  Read this carefully. 
3.  Look at these drawings of ears and copy some of them if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two  
3. three 
4. four 

4. Draw the ears in these photos.  one  two  three  four  five 
5. If you can, get someone to pose for you and draw their ears. 
6. Look at these sketches. 

• one 
• two 
• three 

 
Lesson 58 

1. Read this carefully. 
2. Read this carefully. 
3. Read this carefully. 
4. Copy this drawing of hair. 
5. Copy this drawing of hair. 
6. Look at the hair in these pencil drawings. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 

http://www.portrait-artist.org/face/nose.html
http://th02.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/i/2014/049/5/5/nose_drawings___lethalchris_by_lethalchris-d7719h0.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/images/nose-drawing-3.jpg
http://www.proko.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/finished-nose.jpg
http://www.icandrawportraits.com/files/graphite_drawing_a_nose_hr.jpg
http://static.photo.net/attachments/bboard/00Q/00QuPM-72119784.jpg
http://images.sodahead.com/polls/000747357/polls_angry_young_girl_cute_face_kids_0619_183869_answer_1_xlarge.jpeg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/16759-img_3522.jpg
http://hdftribe.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Pictures-Photos-of-Beautiful-Women%E2%80%99s-Faces-h.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/drawing-the-mouth.html
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/mouth_drawing_tutorial.html
http://www.onlypencil.com/images/mouth-final.jpg
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2949/15291624110_1f56c995ce_m.jpg
https://www.artbynolan.com/wp-content/uploads/how-to-draw-a-realistic-mouth-770.jpg
http://www.animationtaco.com/pics/sketch_mouth.jpeg
http://menshorthairstyle.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/oval-face-men.jpg
http://static.photo.net/attachments/bboard/00R/00R0GO-74249584.jpg
http://static.photo.net/attachments/bboard/00Q/00QuPM-72119784.jpg
http://www.deltadentalnjblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/mouth-breathing.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/drawing-the-ear.html
http://www.drawingcoach.com/drawing-realistic-ears.html
http://www.stanprokopenko.com/blog/images/drawears/draw-ears-step4.jpg
http://orig07.deviantart.net/afe9/f/2012/287/f/0/ear_study_by_bannanapower-d5hssrs.jpg
http://i.ytimg.com/vi/Yqgw_iMWwlw/maxresdefault.jpg
http://i.ytimg.com/vi/x4uMcutePq8/maxresdefault.jpg
https://farm6.staticflickr.com/5139/5495586278_1094647291.jpg
http://www.elegant-sterling-silver-earrings.com/images/small-hoop-earrings-sterling-silver-rounded-earrings-unisex.jpg
http://resources0.news.com.au/images/2014/01/11/1226799/460056-3d23f4f2-79cc-11e3-ae56-4ce697eaa265.jpg
https://www.sciencephoto.com/image/308959/530wm/P4300010-Man_s_outer_ear-SPL.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/5009c-cartersmtn-2011031.jpg
https://www.pafa.org/collection/study-right-hand
https://www.pafa.org/collection/studies-feet
https://www.pafa.org/collection/studies-facial-features
http://www.sibleyfineart.com/tutorial--draw-hair.htm
http://www.instructables.com/id/Drawing-Hair-in-Graphite-Pencil/?ALLSTEPS
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/hair_drawing_tutorial.html
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/step-by-step-hair-drawing.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/b1/2f/28/b12f2865cf0b685d0e47cd2ff1c69ac9.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/how-to-draw-hair-pencil-drawings.jpg
http://dueysdrawings.com/drawings/kelly_monaco_pencil_drawing.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/how-to-draw-male-hair.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/curly-hair-drawing-female.jpg
http://www.stanprokopenko.com/blog/images/drawhair/draw-hair-step-4.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/how-to-draw-curly-hair.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/646b4-killaby2520anoki.jpg


8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 

 
Lesson 59 

1. You’ll start drawing a portrait now. But in this lesson, you’re not going to draw the 
outlines of the head yourself – you are just going to trace the outlines of the head and 
practice shading it. 

2. First, you need to choose a photo to draw.  Choose one of the five photos here, or take a 
photo of someone you know. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 

3. If you are taking a photo of someone yourself, decide whether you are going to draw 
a full-face, profile, or three-quarter portrait, and decide if you are going to draw a 
background behind the head or not.  Decide whether a light or dark background would 
look best.  If the person you’re drawing has light hair you might need a dark background 
behind it. 

4. When you are taking the photo, make sure there aren’t any dark or strange-looking 
shadows across the person’s face. Make sure there is enough light on the face.  Natural 
light is best. Make sure bright light isn’t shining in the person’s eyes. Light should come 
from just one source. 

5. Print out your photo in black and white on ordinary printer paper.  The head should be 
life-size or a little smaller. 

•  
6. The photo being used for this demonstration was not a very good one to use because 

she is squinting and there are dark shadows on one side of her face.  Don’t use photos 
like this one unless you have to. 

http://31.media.tumblr.com/6dfbee6a633b8b351ce128f18d33c7fc/tumblr_mzj9mncDVn1rjw0mwo2_1280.jpg
https://www.artbynolan.com/wp-content/uploads/pencil-drawing-long-hair-dogs-portfolio-thumb.jpg
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2012/015/b/1/an_elderly_man_by_fairyartos-d4mex1d.jpg
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2012/272/6/e/daria_meadow_by_francoclun-d5g8idl.jpg
http://fineartblogger.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/how-to-draw-female-hair-Aur%C3%A9lia.jpg
http://www.graspingforobjectivity.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/IMG_8409.jpg
https://edfromct.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/blog-2.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Indian_Woman_with_bindi.jpg
http://m9.i.pbase.com/o6/73/995473/1/137118869.LuX0n3WP.11.jpg
http://kristacampbellphotography.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/PhoenixMini_Sessions5-037.jpg
http://www.sekonic.com/portals/0/articles/pixiq_pro_digital_portrait_lighting_set02_image01.jpg
http://photos2.demandstudios.com/dm-resize/photos.demandstudios.com%2F236%2F99%2Ffotolia_1165504_XS.jpg?w=400&h=10000&keep_ratio=1
http://s234.photobucket.com/user/suwarnaadi/media/JesseMcCartney.jpg.html
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0576.jpg


 
Lesson 60 

1. Using a pencil with a soft lead, scribble on the back of your printed photo (on ordinary 
paper) until the whole back is covered.  Now your photo is like a piece of carbon paper. 

•  

 

 
2. Place your photo right side up on top of the piece of paper you are going to draw the 

portrait on. 

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0578.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0579.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0580.jpg


•  

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0584.jpg


3. If you are doing a full-face portrait, you should not place the head in the exact center of 
the paper.  Place it a little higher, leaving about the same amount of space at the 
sides.  But make sure the top of the head doesn’t get too close to the edge of the paper. 

4. If you are doing a three-quarter portrait, you should leave more room between the front 
of the face and the edge of the paper than at the back. 

5. If you are doing a profile portrait, you should leave lots of space in front of the face. 
6. When you have positioned the head on the paper, hold your photo down and trace the 

outlines of the face carefully with a sharp pencil.  Be careful not to let the photo move 
until you are finished tracing.  Trace the outlines of the shadows too. 

•  

•  

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0585.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0586.jpg


•   

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0587.jpg


 

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0590.jpg


7. When you are finished tracing, erase any smudges the back of the photo might have 
made on your paper.  If you made a mistake while you were tracing, erase it and draw 
the line yourself.  If a line is too light for you to see, draw another line over it to darken 
it.  Be especially careful to correct any mistakes you made while tracing the eyes. 

 
Lesson 61 

1. Now you are going to start shading the portrait.  Don’t use the same photo you used for 
tracing.  Look at the photo on a computer or print it out again in color. 

2. Start shading the eyes first. Use whichever pencils you think best. Place a sheet of paper 
between your hand and the paper you are drawing on so that your hand does not 
smudge the drawing.  Always keep your pencil points sharp. 

3. When you are finished shading the eyes, post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
4. After you have received feedback on the eyes you drew and have corrected any 

mistakes, move on to the next lesson. 
5. Look at this drawing of a little girl. 

 
Lesson 62 

1. Next, shade the forehead, cheeks, nose, and mouth. Then, shade the eyebrows, the ears 
and the hair. 

2. When you are finished, post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group.  After you have 
received feedback on your drawing and have corrected any mistakes, move on to the 
next lesson. 

 
Lesson 63 

1. Shade the neck and the top of the shirt, if you are going to include some of the shirt in 
the portrait.  You should probably make the shirt get lighter and lighter as it gets closer 
to the edge of the paper until it fades into the paper. 

2. If you are including a background, shade it now. 
3. Sign your name on your drawing when you’re finished and post your finished drawing 

to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
 
Lesson 64 

1. Draw another portrait like you just learned how to do.  Use a different photo this time. 
 
Lesson 65 

1. Read this and draw the horse. 
 
Lesson 66 

1. Learn how to draw a portrait using a grid. 
2. Read this. 
3. Read this. 
4. Draw a portrait using a grid instead of tracing. 
5. If you don’t want to take your own photo, here are some photos you can choose from. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/8f/b7/31/8fb7312cca939a40956b748f5ec99171.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/drawing_animals/how_to_draw_a_horse.htm
http://drawsketch.about.com/cs/mechanicalaids/a/grid_drawing.htm
http://stschulz.hubpages.com/hub/Draw-Realistic-Portraits-from-pictures
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/portrait_tutorial.html
http://lh6.ggpht.com/-77SSJHDgInY/T6wgF2FOI-I/AAAAAAAABKk/KgjF8sSHhSQ/s0/img5bc70e6bc150cefc54e2f0229b9900b0.jpg
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/a2671-ashley-greene-wavy-hair-706kb081010.jpg
http://www.annietaophotography.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/East-Bay-Lifestyle-Family-Photography-toddler-girl-looking-down.jpg
http://cdn.c.photoshelter.com/img-get/I00002t2xdtSGRhY/s/860/860/Old-Womans-Face-Traditional.jpg
http://fc01.deviantart.net/fs31/f/2008/219/0/c/this_old_man____by_salemwitch.jpg


6. Look at this abstract drawing. 
 
Lesson 67 

1. Look at this portrait. 
2. Read this. 
3. Explore this artist’s website and look at all of the drawings. 
4. Draw another portrait using a grid. First, look at these portraits.  Maybe you can learn 

something from looking at them, or maybe some of them will give you ideas for your 
own drawing. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 

 
Lesson 68 

1. Look at this portrait. 
2. Explore this artist’s website and look at all of the artwork. 
3. Read this article about drawing mistakes. 
4. Read these drawing tips. 
5. Draw a portrait of yourself. This is called a self-portrait. Use a grid to help you draw 

correctly. 
6. Look at this pencil drawing that was drawn only by shading. 

 
Lesson 69 

1. Read this. 
2. Draw these heads. 
3. Read about negative drawing. 
4. Choose one of these photos of animals, or take a photo yourself if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 

5. Draw a portrait of the animal you chose.  Don’t trace the outlines; draw everything 
yourself. 

6. During the ages of 12 and 13, I earned money by drawing portraits of people’s pets. You 
could make some money that way too. Start selling your artwork as soon as you can! If 
you are selling your artwork regularly, you’re a professional artist, no matter how 
young you might be. 

 
Lesson 70 

https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Life-force-VI/707749/2711461/view
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/head-of-a-girl-anonymous.html
http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/realistic-observational-drawings
http://www.davidhockney.co/works/drawings
http://images2.fanpop.com/images/photos/7700000/Pencil-Portraits-annasophia-robb-7762127-1173-1009.jpg
http://images2.fanpop.com/images/photos/7700000/Pencil-Portraits-annasophia-robb-7762095-1209-1225.jpg
http://th06.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/i/2012/260/e/a/pencil_portrait_of_orlando_bloom_by_chaseroflight-d5eztd5.jpg
http://s244.photobucket.com/user/mtheuer/media/ronald_reagan_pencil_portrait.jpg.html
http://www.artisticrealism.com/drawings/pencil-portrait-1f.jpg
http://images2.fanpop.com/images/photos/7700000/Pencil-Portraits-annasophia-robb-7762160-1141-1141.jpg
http://fc03.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2013/024/3/e/pencil_portrait_of_matt_pokora_by_chaseroflight-d5sjcsi.jpg
https://d.ibtimes.co.uk/en/full/255649/paul-cadden-india.jpg
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/08-2013/1-realistic-pencil-drawing-by-lopezlorenzana.preview.jpg
http://viola.bz/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Hyperrealistic-pencil-drawings-by-Spanish-artist-Marcos-Rey-9.jpg
http://i.imgur.com/laGV27o.jpg
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs36/f/2008/256/3/d/3da986522597fa1041212f0d047160d6.jpg
http://cs315826.vk.me/v315826281/3516/k-4MxMjTuug.jpg
http://www.samwinston.com/
http://drawsketch.about.com/cs/tipsandideas/a/drawingmistakes.htm
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/drawing_tips.html
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Buckingham-Terrace/285615/1571923/view
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/circulism_technique.html
http://www.wetcanvas.com/Community/images/27-Jul-2012/110135-headstudies
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/negative_drawing.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20160306123221/http:/helpinghomelesscats.com/images/cat1.jpg
http://www.vetprofessionals.com/catprofessional/images/home-cat.jpg
http://ashleyh.neocities.org/dog4.jpg
http://www.freegreatpicture.com/cat/photo-1898


1. Read this. 
2. Look at this portrait. 
3. Now that you have gotten plenty of practice with shading portraits, you should not trace 

them anymore. It’s okay to trace at first to help you learn to shade portraits in pencil, 
but once you can shade a traced portrait well, don’t trace any more unless you are 
making a portrait for somebody else and you are under a time limit. Tracing is easier, 
but if you continue tracing, your drawing skills won’t improve! 

4. Take a look at the paintings below to see what teens can do: 
5. Michelangelo is thought to have painted this picture, The Torment of Saint Anthony, 

when he was 12 or 13 years old. 
6. Picasso painted this picture of a barefoot girl when he was 14 years old. When he was 

young he painted in a realistic style. 
7. Picasso painted all of these pictures when he was only 15 years old. Click on each one to 

see it up close. 
 
Lesson 71 

1. Read this.  Find two forks, two knives, and two spoons.  Tie them together and place 
them on a table below your eye level.  Shine light on them. 

2. Draw them as accurately as you can.  Shade your drawing. 
 
Lesson 72 

1. Read about drawing portraits. 
2. Look at these pictures. 
3. Read this. 
4. Find a clear glass cup or jar or vase.  If you can’t find any glass, use clear plastic 

instead.  Fill it halfway with water and set it on a table below your eye level.  Put one 
metal fork, one metal spoon, one metal knife and one other small metal object into the 
water.  Shine light on your setup. 

5. Draw your setup as accurately as you can.  Shade it carefully. 
6. Look at this drawing. 

 
Lesson 73 

1. It’s very important that you teach yourself to draw freehand. You have to learn how to 
draw the whole portrait yourself, without tracing anything or using a grid. 

2. Carefully study this diagram showing the proportions of the head. 
3. Study this diagram showing how to draw the head in three-quarter view. 
4. Study this diagram carefully. 
5. Study this picture carefully. 
6. Study these pictures carefully. 
7. Look at these drawings showing proportions of babies’ heads. 
8. Read this. 
9. Look at these drawings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 

 
Lesson 74 

1. Read this article about facial proportions. 

http://www.carlosaleman.com/free_photorealistic_pencil_drawing_tutorial.html
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Thomas-de-Hartmann/858898/2849001/view
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b1/Michelangelo_Buonarroti_-_The_Torment_of_Saint_Anthony_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
http://www.pablo-ruiz-picasso.net/year.php?year=1896
http://juliedouglasdrawingpaintinglearning.blogspot.de/2012/05/forked-up-drawings-in-pencil.html
http://www.art-portrets.ru/how-to-draw-portrait.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20160323053518/http:/www.fivepencilmethod.com/portraits-by-darrel-tank/how-to-draw-a-portrait/step-1/
http://www.artyfactory.com/portraits/pencil-portraits/pencil-portrait-1.html
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-SHADOWS-9/845189/2840899/view
http://pacificgraphicdesign.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/head-anatomy-proportions-1.jpg
http://www.freshdesigner.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/fig01_loomis.jpg
http://www.mirawelnowskasculpture.com/Head%20proportions2.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/315cc-head2b3.jpg
http://www.non-solo-arte.com/image-files/adult-female-head-by-loomis.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-1DHyws1Jixs/UyPm39bS8oI/AAAAAAAAG4s/rC4rTTM4r-I/w785-h853-no/Loomis+-+0086.png
https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-mediums/drawing/avoid-these-5-mistakes-when-drawing-faces/
http://greatinspire.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/25-Beautiful-Pencil-Drawing-5.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/2b/27/ab/2b27ab8039aa0fbb231a0d239a33c9dd.jpg
http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium/study-of-an-older-man-john-norman-stewart.jpg
http://www.thedrawingsource.com/proportions-of-the-face.html


2. Look at these pictures. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 

3. Choose a photo of a face to draw.  You can take a photo yourself or use one from another 
lesson.  Print the photo out in color. 

4. Lightly sketch the outlines of the face, following the directions in this tutorial. 
5. Check your drawing for mistakes.  Erase the mistakes and keep trying to draw those 

areas until you draw them correctly. 
6. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group.  After you have received feedback on 

your drawing and have improved it, shade your drawing, following this tutorial. 
Charcoal pencils were used for this tutorial, but you can still learn from it. 

7. Post your finished drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
 
Lesson 75 

1. You read this before, but read it again. 
2. Sketch five portraits without tracing or using a grid.  You don’t need to shade your 

sketches, but you can if you want to. These don’t need to be nice-looking drawings; they 
are just for practice. 

3. Once you feel like you’re able to draw an accurate portrait freehand from a photograph, 
you need to force yourself to stop using photographic reference and teach yourself to 
draw from life.  Take every opportunity to practice drawing portraits from 
life.  Whenever somebody in your family is watching TV, working at a computer, or 
taking a nap, you can quickly draw a portrait of them. The portraits don’t have to be 
more than sketches. 

4. Look at these drawings of hair. 
5. Look at this drawing of a tree house that was done with a pen. 

 
Lesson 76 

1. Read about observation. 
2. Read this article on how to draw hair. Charcoal pencils were used for this tutorial, but 

you can still learn from it. 
3. Draw another portrait. You can draw from photographic reference, or you can try to 

find a patient person to pose for you while you draw their portrait. Try to make this one 
somehow different from your previous portraits. 

 
Lesson 77 

1. Print out these diagrams of skeletons. Hang them up on a wall where you will see them 
often, and leave them there. Draw copies of them. Your drawings don’t need to be 
detailed – for example, you can draw the ribcages as solid shapes instead of drawing 
individual ribs. However, make sure that all proportions are correct. Post your drawings 
to EP’s Drawing Flickr group to get feedback. 
• one 
• two 
• three 

http://webneel.com/fullimage/4306/pencil-drawing-anatomy-study-4?nid=1415
http://webneel.com/fullimage/4307/pencil-drawing-anatomy-study-5?nid=1415
http://webneel.com/fullimage/4305/pencil-drawing-anatomy-study-3?nid=1415
http://webneel.com/fullimage/4304/pencil-drawing-anatomy-study-2?nid=1415
http://webneel.com/fullimage/4303/pencil-drawing-anatomy-study-1?nid=1415
http://webneel.com/fullimage/4301/pencil-drawing-anatomy-study?nid=1415
http://www.thedrawingsource.com/portrait-drawing-tutorial.html
http://www.thedrawingsource.com/drawing-faces.html
http://www.thedrawingsource.com/proportions-of-the-face.html
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/line-drawings-hong-chun-zhang.jpg
https://www.pafa.org/sites/default/files/artworkpics/1959_4_l.jpg
http://www.thedrawingsource.com/drawing-from-life.html
http://www.thedrawingsource.com/how-to-draw-hair.html
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/88/33/64/883364f2f6c073fd4f42ffb02bb3faeb.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/e7/28/6e/e7286e0b23c1b667376aa2395bf10346.jpg
http://getdrawings.com/images/human-skeletal-system-drawing-1.jpg


• four 
2. Print out this diagram. Hang it up with your other printouts so that you see it every day. 

Draw a copy of it if you want to. 
 
Lesson 78 

1. Read about sketching people in public. 
2. Watch this video on sketching people in public. 
3. When you go to public places like parks or restaurants, you should always bring your 

sketchbook and practice making quick sketches of people. 
 
Lesson 79 

1. Watch this video on how to sketch the head from any angle. 
2. Watch this video on drawing the head, and draw along as you watch. 
3. Draw several small quick sketches of people’s heads from life. Get your friends and 

family members to pose for you for a few minutes at a time. 
 
Lesson 80 

1. Your skeleton printouts are still hanging up on the wall, right? 
2. Print out these three photos showing people from the front, side and back. Each photo 

should fill a whole sheet of paper. 
• one 
• two 
• three 

3. Using your skeleton printouts as reference, draw the skeleton that is inside of each 
person. There are two different ways that you could do this: 1) Tape a piece of tracing 
paper over the image of the person and draw the skeleton on the sheet of tracing paper. 
2) Tape the image of the person to one side of your drawing board and a blank piece of 
paper to the other side. Draw the skeleton on the blank piece of paper, taking care to 
make it the same size and give it the same position as the person. 

4. Post your skeleton drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group to get feedback. 
 
Lesson 81 

1. Watch this video on drawing hands. 
2. Use your non-dominant hand to draw a picture of your dominant hand. So, if you’re 

right-handed, you would draw the picture with your left hand. Drawing with your non-
dominant hand is a great way to make your lines more loose and fluid. 

3. Read this. 
 
Lesson 82 

1. Set up a still life with at least 7 objects, some very large and some small. Draw the 
outlines. Read this article first. 

 
Lesson 83 

1. Draw the space around an object instead of drawing the object, as shown in these 
examples: 
• one 
• two 

 

https://www.istockphoto.com/photo/male-human-skeleton-four-views-front-back-side-and-perspective-gm135853422-18613886?esource=SEO_GIS_CDN_Redirect
http://washhouseanatomy.wikispaces.com/file/view/human-body-diagram.jpg/227161222/458x525/human-body-diagram.jpg
https://makingamark.blogspot.com/2008/04/10-tips-for-how-to-sketch-people.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dc-Jvz822Jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EPNYWeEf1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3FKF9hp7-U
https://neushop.com/177901-thickbox/loewy-short-sleeve-henley-t-shirt.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/d6/92/88/d69288a6b256c94bda47bfd92050e46f.jpg
https://ak0.picdn.net/shutterstock/videos/1008012430/thumb/12.jpg?i10c=img.resize(height:160)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CmrMRXoA8Q
http://willkempartschool.com/how-to-shade-a-drawing-light-shadow-part-2/
http://emptyeasel.com/2006/12/08/how-to-draw-what-you-see-techniques-and-tips-to-improve-your-drawing-skills/
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/45/c1/48/45c1482c8215a268b0797d88b392add0.jpg
http://hillsidevisualarts.weebly.com/uploads/2/4/6/1/24611457/negative-space-the-chair_orig.jpg


Lesson 84 
1. Watch this video on drawing people in different poses. Find some photos of people in 

different poses and draw them using simplified block forms like this. 
2. Watch this video on drawing simplified skeletons. 

 
Lesson 85 

1. Watch this video on drawing a portrait from life. Get a family member or friend to pose 
for you and draw their portrait quickly. In this video he’s using a charcoal pencil, but 
you can use an ordinary pencil if you want to. 

About how long did you take to to complete Part 1? 

1-2 months 3-4 months 5-6 months 7-8 months more than 8 months Other:

 

VoteView ResultsCrowdsignal.com 

 
Part 2 – Drawing with Other Mediums 
There are lessons on drawing with charcoal, pastels, colored pencils, and mixed media. 
There are also calligraphy lessons. Feel free to skip to whichever section you want to start 
with first, and to skip around between sections. 

Lesson 86 – Drawing with Charcoal 
1. Experiment with using charcoal.  Try drawing on different kinds of paper, try using 

different types of charcoal, try using different materials to blend the charcoal, and try 
using different erasers on different kinds of charcoal. 

2. Read this and follow the directions. 
3. Read about how to draw with charcoal. 
4. Follow the directions.  Draw the portrait, still life, and the view from your window. 
5. Use vine charcoal, and after you’ve turned the whole paper black, rub the whole paper 

with a paper towel or napkin using a circular motion.  This will make the paper a little 
lighter. 

6. Cover the paper in charcoal again and rub it a second time.  Start drawing. 
7. Use both a hard eraser and a kneaded eraser.  After you’ve finished using the erasers, 

you can add some darker spots to your drawings with a piece of charcoal. 
8. Sign your drawings when you’re finished. 
9. You can spray your charcoal drawings with fixative when you’re finished, but the 

fixative might smear the drawings or make some areas darker or lighter than they were 
before. 

 
Lesson 87 

1. Read this and draw the rhinoceros.  If you don’t have brown paper, use a different color 
of paper or try covering a piece of paper in light brown pastel and rubbing the pastel 
into the paper with a paper towel until the whole paper is a smooth, even tone. 

2. For drawing the light tones, you can use a white pastel, a piece of white chalk, a white 
Conte crayon, or a piece of white compressed charcoal. 

3. Post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
 
Lesson 88 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehojbTZbcX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8Jh5gQdPfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OP8bKspwk48
javascript:PD_vote10014773(1);
https://crowdsignal.com/pricing/?ad=poll-front
http://www.drawingandpaintinglessons.com/Drawing-Lessons/Charcoal.cfm
http://www.wikihow.com/Draw-With-Charcoal
http://www.artyfactory.com/drawing_animals/how_to_draw_a_rhino/how_to_draw_a_rhino.htm


1. Read about drawing with charcoal. 
2. Draw a still life using charcoal.  This time, instead of creating highlights with an eraser, 

use a white pastel or a piece of white chalk or a white Conte crayon or a piece of white 
compressed charcoal.  Draw from life. 

3. Add the highlights last.  Don’t use charcoal after you’ve added highlights.  Don’t blend 
the highlights with the charcoal. 

4. Look at this portrait. 
5. Look at this charcoal drawing. 
6. Look at this charcoal drawing. 

 
Lesson 89  

1. Read about charcoal. 
2. Click on each of the questions to read the answers. 
3. Read this. 
4. Read this and draw the eye. 
5. Look at this portrait. 

 
Lesson 90 

1. Look at this charcoal portrait. 
2. Draw a portrait using charcoal.  Don’t trace the outlines of the face or use a grid to help 

you draw.  Use a photo that you took yourself. 
3. Leave the paper white this time and draw with the charcoal.  Don’t darken the paper 

with charcoal first and then draw with an eraser. 
4. Draw the outlines of the face using vine charcoal, because it’s easy to erase.  Use 

compressed charcoal for very dark areas.  Use charcoal pencils for drawing small 
details. 

5. Look at this portrait. 
6. Now draw another portrait from life, using charcoal. When somebody in your family is 

watching TV, working at a computer, or taking a nap, you can quickly draw their 
portrait.  The portrait doesn’t have to be more than a sketch. 

7. Take every opportunity to draw portraits from life. Charcoal is the best tool to use for 
drawing portraits from life, because it is quick and erases easily. 

 
Lesson 91 

1. Look at all of these charcoal drawings and draw copies of some of them. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 

https://www.udemy.com/blog/drawing-with-charcoal/
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/0e8fe-adsc02103.jpg
https://www.pafa.org/sites/default/files/artworkpics/2014_45_l.jpg
https://www.pafa.org/sites/default/files/artworkpics/1975_17_3_l.jpg
http://thevirtualinstructor.com/charcoal.html
http://drawsketch.about.com/od/charcoal/a/charcoalfaq.htm
http://www.howtodrawjourney.com/charcoal-drawing-supplies.html
http://zindy-zone.dk/html/drawings/tutorial_chacoal_eye.htm
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/head-of-christ-franz-von-stuck.html
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/bf/c5/e2/bfc5e25c68fb4979a0ca21ac99001971.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/head-of-a-girl-franz-dvorak.html
http://webneel.com/charcoal-drawings
http://www.charcoal-drawings-prints.com/wp-content/gallery/western/hose-portrait.jpg
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2012/055/6/3/hayden_panettiere_portrait_drawing_charcoal_by_darrenohhh-d4quj0i.png
http://iskrafineart.com/ifawp/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Winter-Bank-charcoal-drawing.jpg
http://www.weirdpalace.com/img/arts/pencil-and-charcoal-drawings/pencil-and-charcoal-drawings01.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/kV4MbYiv7oRS3Bbi14e*HSsqFDSqjheFpXWbmG3ZnF-kTKSGpBeIH6Yfqh-RjAjCv6ZAXMtvvJN8fjEr22LUmLjPHshWGcJo/1082099249.jpeg
http://theartistoflife.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Charcoal-Portrait-of-Sadie-Claire.jpg
http://www.beautifullife.info/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/19/22.jpg
http://cdn.trendhunterstatic.com/thumbs/robert-longo-charcoal-drawings.jpeg
http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.com/736x/91/61/b0/9161b0b429c2aeabdff5d67a5a2e0122.jpg
http://iskrafineart.com/drawings/drawings-in-dust/
http://d-vers.com/images/medium/JainMarunouchi/RichardVaux/ArchetypalLightscapeIII/ArchetypalLightscapeIII1200.jpg
http://lilipubsorders.com/images/ZWu2DrawingPicture1.jpg


• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

 
Lesson 92 

1. Using charcoal, draw sketches of some of these paintings in your sketchbook.  Post your 
sketches to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

2. Choose a favorite painting from this list and write a paragraph explaining why it is your 
favorite painting. 

 
Lesson 93 

1. Using charcoal, draw sketches of these sculptures in your sketchbook.  Post your 
sketches to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

2. Watch this video. 
 
Lesson 94 

1. Look at this charcoal portrait. 
2. If you can get someone to pose for you, draw his or her hands using charcoal. 

http://th01.deviantart.net/fs71/PRE/i/2011/003/2/5/charcoal_sketch_by_alifann-d36cfbe.jpg
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2012/149/2/b/charcoal_drawing_of_a_puppy_by_valyanna8361-d51j3c6.jpg
http://www.brokenskyarts.com/charcoalDrawingPics/charDraw_drifters_1stN.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/8b/a3/23/8ba323e3e03e2c57d5fbf35a2d3200e7.jpg
http://www.vincentmatthewsart.co.uk/images2/abstract-02-600.jpg
http://www.ashwinstudio.co.uk/gallery/drawings/abtsract-study2.jpg
http://m5.paperblog.com/i/27/271850/matthias-duwel-drawings-L-u7iphp.jpeg
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/07-2013/18-pomegranate-still-life-painting-by-vsevolod-shvayba.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9f/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_%281825-1905%29_-_The_Haymaker_%281869%29.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/entry-of-the-turks-of-mohammed-ii-benjamin-constant.html
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/22/The_Supper_at_Emmaus%2C_by_Rembrandt.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/da/Claude_Monet_The_Cliffs_at_Etretat.jpg
http://www.monetpainting.net/paintings/images/gardenpath.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/bc/Old_guitarist_chicago.jpg
http://twistylanes.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/picasso-1951-francoise-claude-and-paloma.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/girl-with-a-pearl-earring-jan-vermeer.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-soul-of-the-rose-john-william-waterhouse.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/young-girl-with-blossoms-alexei-alexevich-harlamoff.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-canary-william-mcgregor-paxson.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/reading-the-letter-thomas-benjamin-kennington.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/self-portrait-rembrandt-harmenszoon-van-rijn.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-red-ribbon-william-adolphe-bouguereau.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/girl-with-flowers-john-davidson.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/a-summes-day-william-henry-margetson.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/man-with-a-candle-godfried-schalken.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/paolo-frederic-leighton.html
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7b/Sargent_John_Singer_Spanish_Dancer.jpg
http://fc01.deviantart.net/fs27/f/2008/152/d/7/Sand_sculptures_1_by_MAnimeX.jpg
http://media01.bigblackbag.net/40221/portfolio_media/lwsm_reason3_2963.jpg
http://inspirationist.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/horse-11-600x474.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/Sculptures_from_the_Allan_Houser_Sculpture_Garden_(12).jpg
http://savvystews.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Harbin-Ice-Sculpture-TuttArt@1.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/l6EDaZj-jUg?rel=0
https://www.pafa.org/collection/portrait-unknown-woman-facing-right


3. Draw on gray paper and use white pastel or white conte crayon or white chalk or white 
compressed charcoal for the highlights. 

4. If you can’t get anybody to pose for you, draw from this photograph. 
5. Look at this drawing. 
6. Look at this beautiful drawing done with vine charcoal on white paper. 
7. Look at this charcoal drawing of a man’s knees. 
8. Look at this charcoal drawing of three feet. 

 
Lesson 95 

1. If you have a full-length mirror in your house, sit or stand in front of the mirror and 
draw a sketch of your whole body. Start by drawing a tiny sketch to plan the 
composition for a larger sketch, and then use vine charcoal to draw a large sketch of 
yourself on the biggest piece of paper that you have available. If you have a tall easel, it 
will be helpful to use that. 

2. Do image searches for “Hope Gangloff illustration” and “Alphonse Mucha illustration”. 
Choose a few illustrations to draw copies of. Learn more about these famous illustrators 
on Wikipedia. 

 
Lesson 96 

1. If you have any sculptures in your house, draw them using charcoal and white chalk on 
gray paper. 

2. Draw these sculptures using charcoal and white chalk on gray paper. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 

3. Look at this drawing. 
4. Look at this portrait. 

 
Lesson 97 

1. Read this. 
2. Read this. 
3. Draw a landscape or cityscape or seascape or skyscape using charcoal.  Use a 

photograph that you took yourself.  Don’t make a small drawing.  Use a very big piece of 
paper, or divide the photograph into four or six parts and draw your landscape on four 
or six different pieces of paper and hang all of them on the wall together. 

4. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 98  

1. Read about how to draw fabric folds. 
2. Draw at least ten of the figures in these pictures.  Use charcoal or graphite pencil.  You 

don’t need to shade your drawings if you don’t want to. 
• one 
• two  
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 

http://cfile213.uf.daum.net/image/1743EE414D31466C38A34A
http://www.artmajeur.com/medias/standard/s/p/spuggy/artwork/7136686_hands-drawing-pencil.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/7e/af/36/7eaf36b95fcea77eba6db5bde08bc6ae.jpg
https://www.pafa.org/collection/figure-study-knees-standing-man-facing-left
https://www.pafa.org/collection/figure-study-three-left-feet
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/a2c80-16.jpg
http://www.canhdongtruyengiao.net/VanHocNgheThuat/Tuan%202.8/Tacpham%20Dieukhac/image004.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/3a6e4-20.jpg
http://factsanddetails.com/media/2/20120216-Amenhotep%20III%20%20Colossal.jpg
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/line-drawings-david-eskenazi.jpg
http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/bb/d1/b4/bbd1b40419952660b42a6df2e749896d.jpg
http://www.artgraphica.net/free-art-lessons/drawing-and-sketching/sketching-wet-city-reflections.html
http://www.artgraphica.net/free-art-lessons/drawing-and-sketching/charcoal-drawing-demonstration.html
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Zephyrus/300648/143899/view
http://web.archive.org/web/20160306195454/http:/mightyartdemos.com/mightyartdemos-bradley.html
http://www.productionparadise.com/newsletters/593/photos/21095/original/paradise-001.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/3-reverie-john-william-godward.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/a-grecian-beauty-charles-amable-lenoir.html
http://wonderwhizkids.com/wwkimages/Know_Why/cell-energy/3.jpg
http://www.psycholawlogy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/People-standing-in-line.jpg
http://wsiinternational.tafensw.edu.au/resource/file/12165/general-20-13-.jpg


• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten  
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

3. Post your drawings to EP’s drawing flickr group. 
 
Lesson 99 

1. Practice figure drawing from life whenever you can get somebody to pose for you. 
2. Maybe you can draw people while they’re asleep or while they are working on the 

computer or watching TV. Carry a sketchbook with you whenever you ride the train or 
subway or go to a restaurant or a park, and draw quick sketches of the people around 
you. 

3. Look at these figure drawings. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 

4. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 100 – About Color 

1. You need to memorize this information: 
2. Red, yellow, and blue are called primary colors.  You can’t make these colors by mixing 

other colors.  Every other color is made by mixing these colors. 
3. Green, purple and orange are called secondary colors.  A secondary color is made by 

mixing two primary colors. 
4. Blue-green, blue-purple, red-purple, red-orange, yellow-orange and yellow-green are 

called tertiary colors.  A tertiary color is made by mixing a primary color with a 
secondary color. 

5. Yellow-green, yellow, yellow-orange, orange, red-orange, red, and red-purple are called 
warm colors.  Warm colors are colors associated with things that are warm. 

6. Green, blue-green, blue, blue-purple, and purple are called cool colors.  Cool colors are 
colors associated with things that are cold. 

http://plannersweb.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/waiting-room.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/portrait-of-madame-edouard-pailleron-john-singer-sargent.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/job-leon-joseph-florentin-bonnat.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/fresh-lavender-william-henry-margetson.html
http://blog.faaastcash.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Fun-Activities-with-Kids.jpg
http://havingkids.weebly.com/uploads/3/2/0/1/32010321/8382013_orig.jpg
http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/z/children-playing-floor-21370368.jpg
http://www.prodirectrunning.com/productimages/zoom/68620.jpg
http://pixel.nymag.com/content/dam/daily/intelligencer/2013/08/08/08-white-people-jumping.jpg
https://212dof.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/kozzi-little_girl_crouching-883x588.jpg
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2012/035/e/b/crouching_pose_1_by_itsqwalityinnit-d4olzrn.jpg
http://entertainment.ie/images_content/PJ%20Gallagher%20crouching.jpg
http://onewomansview.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/iStock_000009645711Small.jpg
http://everydaylife.globalpost.com/DM-Resize/photos.demandstudios.com/getty/article/49/156/rbsf_57.jpg?w=600&h=600&keep_ratio=1&webp=1
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/a1dd5-3.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-joan-of-arc-jules-bastien-lepage.html
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/be549-dsc00733.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/2bd5c-cfd_05.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/5b2e6-20101021_01.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/b054c-assn02.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/b8f1b-04.jpg
https://croquisdecrayon.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/villager.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/8cc87-01.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/817fb-fwd_old_monk_by_ketz.jpg
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/line-drawings-matt-niebuhr.jpg


 
Lesson 101 

1. You need to memorize this information: 
2. The word “hue” refers to the color itself, “value” is the lightness or darkness of a color, 

and “intensity” is the strength of a color. 
3. Complimentary colors are two colors that are opposites of each other.  Red is the 

compliment of green, yellow is the compliment of purple, and orange is the compliment 
of blue. 

4. The compliment of a warm color is always a cool color.  Using two complimentary 
colors next to each other in a drawing or painting will create the greatest contrast 
possible.  To draw attention to a certain color, use some of its compliment next to 
it.  Two complimentary colors mixed with each other make brown. 

5. Click on each color on this color wheel and all the words at the bottom. 
 
Lesson 102 

1. Read about color as symbol. 
2. Read about color as light. 
3. Read about color as emotion. 
4. Read about color terms. 
5. Read some more about color terms. 
6. Take this quiz.  If you got more than three questions wrong, take the quiz a second time. 

 
Lesson 103 – Pastels 

1. Now you’re going to begin learning how to draw using pastels. 
2. Experiment with using pastels before you begin drawing with them.  Try drawing on 

different kinds of paper, try using different materials to blend the pastel, try to erase 
pastel, try layering different colors on top of each other and try mixing colors together 
in different ways. 

3. Read this and draw the still life if you want to.  You don’t need to use exactly the same 
materials. 

4. Read about how to use pastels. 
5. Read this and draw the eye. 
6. Read this. 

 
Lesson 104 

1. Read this and draw the lighthouse.  You don’t have to use exactly the same pastels or 
paper.  If you don’t have gray paper, you can use white paper or paint a piece of white 
paper gray with watercolor paint. 

2. If you have any questions about using pastels look at this. 
3. For preliminary drawing, use hard pastels, colored pencils or graphite pencils.  Use hard 

pastels for drawing small details. 
4. You can spray your pastel drawings with fixative when you’re finished drawing, but it 

might change the colors.  If you don’t have fixative, you can use hairspray 
instead.  Hairspray will change the colors more than fixative will. 

5. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 105 

http://thevirtualinstructor.com/interactivecolorwheel.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_theory_2.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_theory_1.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_theory_3.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_terms_1.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/color_theory/color_terms_2.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/art_quiz/color_quiz/color-theory-quiz.html
http://www.artyfactory.com/still-life/still_life_pastel.html
http://www.wikihow.com/Use-Pastels
http://thevirtualinstructor.com/how-paint-realistic-eye-pastels.html
http://www.art-is-fun.com/pastel-drawings.html
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/pastel_tutorial.html
http://www.marielydiejoffre.com/english/resource/faq_pastel.html
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Shift-City-Black/300434/145598/view


1. Read this and draw the tiger.  You don’t have to use the same color of paper.  You can 
use a different kind of pastel if you don’t have oil pastels. 

2. Read this. 
3. Look at this drawing. 
4. Read this and draw the fish.  You can use a different kind of pastel if you don’t have 

chalk pastels. 
5. Look at these drawings. Click on each one to see them up close. 

 
Lesson 106 

1. Read about the visual elements of art. 
2. Draw copies of some of these pastel drawings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 

3. You can crush leftover fragments of pastel and pick up the powder with a cloth or 
cotton ball and use it for drawing smooth areas. 

4. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 107 

1. Explore this artist’s website and look at all of the artwork. 
2. Explore Janet Fish’s artwork on this website. 
3. Look at this drawing that was done with pastels and colored pencils. 
4. Read this and draw a still life.  Draw it from life, but take a photo of your setup before 

you begin so that you can put things back in the right place if they get moved.  You can 
use a different kind of pastel if you don’t have oil pastels. 

5. Oil pastels can be diluted with turpentine and used like paint. 
 
Lesson 108 

1. Using pastels, draw pictures of two of these paintings. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

http://www.artyfactory.com/drawing_animals/how_to_draw_a_tiger/how_to_draw_a_tiger.htm
http://www.artistdaily.com/topics/color.aspx
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Concept-of-Flat-4/693648/1986089/view
http://www.artyfactory.com/drawing_animals/how_to_draw_a_tropical_fish/how_to_draw_a_tropical_fish.htm
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• six 
 
Lesson 109 

1. Read about how to make a drawing machine. 
2. Read about these other drawing machines. 

 
Lesson 110 

1. Draw a portrait using pastels.  Don’t trace anything or use a grid.  Draw everything 
yourself.  Use a photo that you took yourself, or draw from life. 

2. Look at this portrait. 
3. Look at this portrait. 
4. Look at this drawing. 

 
Lesson 111 

1. Draw another portrait using pastels.  Do not use a photograph!  Draw the portrait from 
life. When somebody in your family is watching TV, working at a computer, or taking a 
nap, you can quickly draw their portrait.  The portrait doesn’t have to look beautiful or 
be very detailed or realistic. Just draw sketchily and focus on making the colors 
accurate. Take every opportunity to sketch portraits from life and your drawing skills 
will improve drastically. Drawing from life will teach you far more than drawing from a 
photograph, even if your drawing doesn’t turn out as nice. 

2. Look at all of these pastel portraits.  Maybe some of them will give you ideas for your 
portrait.  You can draw copies of some of these portraits if you want to. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

 
Lesson 112 

1. To keep certain parts of the drawing from getting pastel on them, you can cut shapes 
out of tape and stick them on the parts of the drawing that you want to keep clean.  You 
can also use tape for making straight edges. 
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2. You should rub a little powdered pastel on your fingertip before you use it for blending. 
3. Hairspray may turn colors more brown or gray than they should be. 
4. You can draw with pastel on top of hairspray almost as well as you can without 

hairspray. 
5. In a pastel drawing, hairspray may darken colors and make it seem as if there were 

finger smudges in the drawing and colors were not blended well. 
6. Look at this portrait. 

 
Lesson 113 

1. Read about The Chocolate Girl. 
2. Study The Chocolate Girl carefully.  Click on it to see it up close. 
3. Write a paragraph about The Chocolate Girl.  Don’t write about the artist, or the subject 

matter.  Write about the technique. 
4. Acrylic paint can be used for underpaintings and to change the color of the paper.  You 

can draw with white and black pastel on gray paper.  You can paint a piece of white 
paper gray with watercolor and then draw with white and black pastel on that. 

5. Look at this portrait. 
 
Lesson 114 

1. Draw another portrait using pastels.  Don’t trace the outlines of the face or use a grid to 
help you draw.  Use a photograph that you took yourself. 

2. If you have watercolor paints, watercolor paper and brushes that work well with 
watercolor, try painting with watercolor first and then drawing with pastel on top of the 
painting after it is completely dry.  Here is an example of a portrait that was done with 
watercolor paints and pastel. 

3. White areas should not be covered in a dark underpainting. 
4. If a watercolor underpainting is used in a pastel drawing, the colors should be more 

vivid and a little bit darker in the underpainting than they will be in the final 
drawing.  That will make the colors glow and be more realistic.  The watercolor 
underpainting should be realistic, but not detailed. 

 
Lesson 115 

1. Look at this portrait. 
2. Look at this portrait. 
3. Read this. 
4. You can use paintbrushes to blend colors together, dilute pastel with water and paint 

with it, or brush particles of eraser or pigment off the paper. 
5. Pastel is difficult to mix.  One way to mix pastel is to crush bits of different colored 

pastel sticks into a bowl, grind the pastel fragments into powder and apply the powder 
to the paper with a tissue or a bit of cotton. 

6. Powdered pastel can be mixed with water and used like watercolor paint.  It is more 
opaque and grainy than watercolor paint. 

7. You can use powdered pastel pigment mixed with water to paint a picture and then 
draw on top of it after it is dry. 

 
Lesson 116 
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1. In a pastel drawing, the emphasis can be on line and form, on color, on chiaroscuro, on 
action, on texture, on light, on the natural qualities of the pastel, or on the natural 
qualities of the support used. 

2. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes line and form. 
3. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes color. 
4. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes chiaroscuro. 
5. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes light. 
6. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes the natural qualities of the pastel. 
7. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes texture. 
8. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes the natural qualities of the support 

used. 
9. Here is an example of a drawing that emphasizes action. 
10. What do you tend to emphasize in your drawings? 
11. Read about painting on grounds. 
12. Read this. 
13. In pastel drawings that emphasize texture, spraying each layer of pastel with hairspray 

before moving on to the next layer will make the drawing more textured, but not using 
hairspray will make the drawing softer. 

 
Lesson 117 

1. Draw another portrait using pastels.  Don’t trace the outlines of the face or use a grid to 
help you draw.  Use a photo that you took yourself. 

2. Read about surfaces for drawing with pastels. 
3. Read about using pastels on canvas. 
4. If you have a canvas, try drawing your portrait on that instead of a piece of paper. 
5. Here is an example of a drawing that was done with pastels on canvas. 
6. Look at this portrait. 
7. Look at this portrait. 
8. You can draw with pastel on many different surfaces.  You should experiment with 

drawing on cardboard, sandpaper, handmade paper, newspaper, bricks, fabric, wood, 
painted walls, concrete, the front of a canvas, and the back of a stretched canvas. 

9. You can glue sand or sawdust or small rocks onto paper, wood, or cardboard to create a 
textured support for a pastel drawing.  Texture attracts the eye and adds visual interest 
to drawings. 

10. Smooth, flat, thick cardboard is best for pastel drawing.  Textured cardboard does not 
work well.  Smooth wood is best for pastel drawing. 

 
Lesson 118 

1. Draw another portrait using pastels.  If you can, glue a piece of thick, rough, light 
colored cloth to a thin board and try drawing the portrait on that.  Use a photo that you 
took yourself. 
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2. Look at these pastel drawings. 
3. Before you draw on a wall, you need to wash it.  Drawing on concrete uses up pastel 

much more quickly than drawing on paper does.  The rough surface of bricks holds 
pastel well. 

4. Fabric needs to be attached to a firm, hard surface before it is used as a support for 
pastel drawing.  Light colored fabric is best. 

5. Look at this pencil drawing. 
 
Lesson 119 

1. Realistic drawings cannot be created on the front of a canvas because of its texture. 
2. Pastel pencils don’t work well on canvas. 
3. There needs to be a flat, hard surface on the front of a stretched canvas while a drawing 

is being done on the back. 
4. Drawing on canvas uses up pastel much more quickly than drawing on paper does. 
5. Pastel adheres better to unprimed canvas than it does to paper. 
6. This drawing was done with pastels on a piece of rough cloth glued to a board.  You can 

copy it if you want to.  It is more like a painting than a drawing. 
7. I used one color at a time, and the pastel blended together because of the surface I was 

drawing on. 
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Lesson 120 – Colored Pencils 

1. Read about colored pencil drawing techniques. 
2. Experiment with using colored pencils.  Try to blend the pencil strokes together using 

different materials, try erasing the pencil strokes, try layering different colors on top of 
each other to create new colors, and try using different papers. 

3. Read about drawing with colored pencils. 
4. Read about colored pencil drawing techniques. 
5. Read this and draw the apple.  You don’t have to use exactly the same pencils. 
6. Read about colored pencil drawing techniques.  Keep clicking next until you get to the 

last page. 
7. Read about different kinds of paper. 

 
Lesson 121 

1. Draw a copy of one of these colored pencil drawings. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
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2. If you want to, choose one of these abstract colored pencil drawings and draw a copy of 
it. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 

 
Lesson 122 

1. Read about removing wax bloom. 
2. Read about materials for colored pencil drawing. 
3. Read about improving color intensity. 
4. Read about blending colored pencil. 
5. Read about different brands of colored pencils. 
6. Look at these colored pencil portraits. 
7. Draw a portrait using colored pencils.  Draw everything yourself.  Don’t trace the 

outlines or use a grid. 
8. Remember to always keep your pencil points sharp. 
9. Look at this drawing. 

 
Lesson 123 

1.  
1. Look at these colored pencil drawings.  Draw copies of some of them if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 
13. thirteen 
14. fourteen 
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 

 
Lesson 124 

1. Draw a portrait using colored pencils.  Do not use a grid or trace. 
2. If you have watercolor paper, watercolor paints and brushes that work well with 

watercolor, try painting with watercolor first and then drawing with colored pencils on 
top of the painting after the paint is completely dry. 

3. Look at this colored pencil landscape drawing. 
4. Watch this video. 
5. Look at this abstract colored pencil drawing. 
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6. If you haven’t taken the art appreciation course yet, you should start taking it now. You 
should make a habit of looking at artwork and writing or talking about it. 

 
Lesson 125 

1. Set up a still life and draw it using colored pencils.  Take a photo of your setup before 
you start drawing so that if something gets moved before you are finished you can put it 
back in the right place, but don’t draw from the photograph.  Draw from life. 

 
Lesson 126 

1. Read this.  Click on each drawing to see it up close. 
2. Read this.  If you want to, draw this picture and post your drawing to EP’s drawing flickr 

group. 
3. Grisaille means a painting or drawing done in shades of only one color, usually grey. 
4. Look at this portrait. 
5. Look at this painting that was done with ink. 

 
Lesson 127 – Mixed Media 

1. Read this. 
2. Draw some of the people in these paintings.  Use charcoal, pencil, pastel or conte crayon. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 

 
Lesson 128 

1. You can mix charcoal and graphite pencil together in a drawing.  You might want to use 
graphite pencil for light areas and charcoal for dark areas because charcoal does not 
reflect light like graphite pencil does. 

2. Experiment with mixing charcoal and graphite pencil together on a separate piece of 
paper before you use them together in a drawing. 

3. Read this. 
4. Draw a portrait using pencils and charcoal.  Draw it the same way you would if you 

were drawing with just pencils, but use charcoal instead of pencil for very dark areas 
like the pupils in the eyes.  Use a photo that you took yourself. 

5. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 129 
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http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-hurdy-gurdy-player-georges-de-la-tour.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/florentine-flower-girl-frank-duveneck.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/woman-seated-in-a-forest-glade-gyorgyi-giergl-alajos.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/on-the-banks-of-the-river-jacqueline-.html
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/600/joseph-ducreux-self-portrait-yawning-french-by-1783/
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/portrait-of-henri-achille-achille-zo.html
http://www.jdhillberry.com/how_to_draw_pg2.htm
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/line-drawings-william-anastasi.jpg


1. Look at these drawings.  Click on each drawing to see it close up. 
2. Look at these drawings.  Click on each drawing to see it close up. 
3. Look at these drawings.  Click on each drawing to see it close up. 
4. Set up a still life and take a photograph of it.  Draw the still life using charcoal and 

graphite pencil together.  You can draw it from life, or you can draw it from the 
photograph you took, or both.  Make your drawing as realistic and detailed as possible. 

 
Lesson 130 

1. A trompe l’oeil drawing is a drawing that is so realistic that when people look at it they 
usually think the objects in the drawing are really there. 

2. The objects in these drawings must have a depth that appears to be no more than two 
or three inches because objects with too much depth would only look real when viewed 
from one angle.  The goal of trompe l’oeil drawing is to trick the viewer into thinking the 
objects in the drawing are real. 

3. Read about trompe l’oeil art. 
4. The Old Violin by William Harnett is a famous trompe l’oeil painting.  Read about 

this painting.  Keep clicking next until you get to the last page. 
5. Look at these trompe l’oeil drawings. 
6. Set up a still life for a trompe l’oeil drawing.  For trompe l’oeil drawing, choose objects 

that are almost flat for your setup, like photographs, cards, newspapers, letters, sheet 
music, money, pencils, tape, pins, stickers, or string. 

7. Don’t include living objects in your setup.  People will expect them to move and that will 
destroy the illusion of reality.  Attach the objects to a board, wall or door and light them 
strongly with a single light source. 

8. It’s better to use artificial light to light your setup instead of natural light because 
natural light changes a lot.  Take a photograph of your still life setup. 

 
Lesson 131 

1. Draw your trompe l’oeil still life using charcoal and graphite pencils.  Draw all the 
objects in your still life setup life size.  It’s best to draw from life because then you will 
be able to see more detail and the drawing will look more realistic, but if the light 
changes or something in your setup gets moved you can draw from your photograph 
too. 

2. Draw everything as realistically as possible.  How realistic your drawing is depends on 
how accurately you depict the different textures in your setup. 

3. Not all highlights are pure white.  Remember not to draw outlines around objects if you 
don’t actually see outlines in your setup. 

4. Trompe l’oeil drawing takes a long time and it’s difficult to do.  A successful trompe 
l’oeil drawing is more realistic than a photograph.  All the tones in the setup need to be 
reproduced exactly in order to trick viewers into thinking the objects in the drawing are 
really there. 

5. Look at this drawing. 
 
Lesson 132 

1. Read this.  Experiment with using conte crayons. 
2. Read about conte crayons and follow the directions. 
3. Read this and watch the videos. 
4. Read about conte crayons. 

http://www.jdhillberry.com/gallery_western_thumbpage.htm
http://www.jdhillberry.com/gallery_family_thumbpage.htm
http://www.jdhillberry.com/pencil_drawings_still_life.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trompe-l%27%C5%93il
http://www.nga.gov/feature/artnation/harnett/oldviolin_1.shtm
http://www.jdhillberry.com/tromp_thumbpage.htm
http://s3images.coroflot.com/user_files/individual_files/original_190200_Ne3Fa6jKA9Rp__8EcovTMQpme.jpg
http://www.drawingandpaintinglessons.com/Drawing-Lessons/ConteCrayon.cfm
http://www.free-online-art-classes.com/learn-conte-crayon.html
http://portprep.com/blog/2014/05/how-to-draw-with-conte/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cont%C3%A9


 
Lesson 133 

1. Read this.  Keep clicking next page until the portrait is finished. 
2. Take a photo to draw, and draw a portrait using conte crayon the way you just read 

about it being drawn. 
3. Look at this portrait. 

 
Lesson 134 

1. Read this.  Click on Drawing a Portrait of Verna when you get to the bottom of the page. 
2. Draw a portrait using either conte crayon or charcoal.  Don’t trace the outlines of the 

face or use a grid to help you draw.  Use a photograph that you took yourself, or draw 
from life. 

3. Look at all of these pictures drawn using conte crayons.  Draw a copy of one of them. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 135 

1. Read about shading. 
2. You can mix conte crayon and pastel together. 
3. Draw a picture using both conte crayon and pastel.  Draw it from life or use a photo that 

you took yourself. 
4. Look at this drawing. 

 
Lesson 136 – Calligraphy 

1. Now you are going to learn calligraphy.  Calligraphy means beautiful writing. 
2. Read about how to write in calligraphy. 
3. Read about papers for calligraphy. 
4. Use a ruler and a pencil to draw six lines on a piece of calligraphy paper, like in my 

example page. 
5. With a calligraphy pen or calligraphy marker, try to copy all of these capital letters. 

http://www.artacademy.com/Portrait-Drawing-Lessons-Profile-View-in-Conte-1.shtml
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/portrait-of-euterpe-ionides-joseph-benwell-clark.html
http://www.artacademy.com/An-Overview-of-Portrait-Drawing.shtml
http://www.lsrhs.net/sites/petersons/files/2012/12/3377.tam_jul08_lyon5.jpg-550x0.jpg
http://www.theartistsroad.net/custom/drawingforthelandscapepainter/Fall%20at%20Solstice%20Farm%206%20x%208%20in%20Conte.jpg
http://media.tumblr.com/tumblr_lbanbdXlOR1qc0mkb.jpg
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs13/f/2007/042/0/2/conte_crayon_still_life_by_chalicity.jpg
http://www.waterhousegallery.com/lrgimage/2008%20Fig%20show%20Web/Lyon-Boy%20from%20Capetown%208x9%20Conte%20Crayon.jpg
http://www.romanticrealism.com/lorenzo/images/ballerina_th.jpg
http://www.pet-art.net/images/blog/arab-horse-conte-drawing.jpg
http://imgarcade.com/1/conte-crayon-portraits/
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/e5/89/56/e5895614ab333134d318c94fccf287f7.jpg
https://mickosthehat.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/landscape-1868.jpg
http://www.dueysdrawings.com/shading_tutorial.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/3-kicking-off-emma-kennaway.html
http://www.wikihow.com/Write-in-Calligraphy
https://calligraphypen.wordpress.com/2009/03/09/papers-for-calligraphy/


 
You can use this practice paper too. 
 
Lesson 137 

1.  Look at these different calligraphy fonts.  Copy all of the uppercase letters.  Copy the 
lowercase letters too, if you want to. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 

 
Lesson 138 

1. Try to copy all of these lowercase letters and numbers. 
2. Try to copy the names written at the bottom of the page, and then write your own name 

in three different ways. 
3. Write the names of everyone in your family. 

http://www.printablepaper.net/category/calligraphy
http://www.bladerubberstamps.co.uk/media/SSC015_Alphabet-stamps_11.gif
http://callifonts.com/images/784_44b-600dpi.jpg
http://stencilletters.org/1-12inch-stencils/169-calligraphy/uppercase-stencil-letter.jpg
http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/x/abc-english-alphabet-handwritten-calligraphic-uppercase-lowercase-letters-49686366.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0223.jpg


 
 
Lesson 139 

1. Choose a Bible verse and write it in calligraphy. 
 
Lesson 140 

1. Read about Islamic calligraphy. 
2. Look at the Arabic alphabet.  Copy the letters.  The Arabic alphabet is read from right to 

left. 
3. Look at these examples of Arabic calligraphy. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 

4. Look at these examples of Christian Arabic calligraphy.  Choose a favorite one and try to 
copy it. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_calligraphy
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/8L7SIzr_XeU/maxresdefault.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a3/Arabic_Calligraphy_at_Wazir_Khan_Mosque1.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/06/Shiite_Calligraphy_symbolising_Ali_as_Tiger_of_God.png
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs40/i/2009/053/b/5/calligrapher_Mohammad_Haddad_9_by_ACalligraphy.jpg
http://th03.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/i/2013/360/c/9/lord_s_prayer_arabic_calligraphy_by_marahuta-d6zjlei.jpg
https://khalidshahin.files.wordpress.com/2009/12/2.jpg
https://jamiladesigns.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/arabic-calligraphy-by-acalligraphy.jpg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/000/0/6087187/il_570xN.193196372.jpg
https://libertynlux.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/arabic_calligraphy_photosculpture-p.jpg
http://swissinfo.ch/blob/345992/1f42782e137521dffc94487a3bfbe81d/sriimg20081107-9942914-1-data.jpg
http://pre03.deviantart.net/437c/th/pre/i/2009/359/5/e/arabic_calligraphy_hafize_by_huseyinatesci.jpg
http://www.arabicbible.com/free-literature/calligraphies/new-calligraphies.html
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0224.jpg


5. Look at these examples of Chinese calligraphy. 
• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 

6. Look at the Hebrew alphabet.  Copy the letters. 
7. Look at these examples of Hebrew calligraphy. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 

 
Lesson 141 

1. Choose ten different Bible verses and write each one on a separate piece of 
paper.  Decorate the paper. 

2. Here’s an example.  I drew the design around the verse with a pencil, traced the pencil 
lines with black ink, erased the pencil and then filled the design in with gold paint. 

http://www.paintingschinese.com/chinese-paintings-picture/chinese-brush-paintings/br-0046b.jpg
http://factsanddetails.com/media/2/20080303-bamboo906%20Zhu%20Wei.jpg
http://www.artisoo.com/images/chinesepainting/CNAG260121.jpg
http://www.inkdancechinesepaintings.com/friendship/picture/5909005-x.jpg
http://www.inkdancechinesepaintings.com/poem-expressing-feelings/picture/5918007-x.jpg
http://chinesecalligraphystore.com/catalog/images/custom-chinese-calligraphy-painting-serenity.jpg
http://www.cerchiamo.net/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/kindness-virtue-idiom-chinese-calligraphy-painting1.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/f4f97-chinese_calligraphy__age___by_sihui128.jpg
http://www.eurostardiamond.com/sites/default/files/styles/gallery_large/public/Chinese%20Calligraphy.jpg?itok=Yg1VQeYZ
https://weeklyristinw.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/week-16_final.jpg
http://web.archive.org/web/20150913092602/http:/old.templesanjose.org/JudaismInfo/writing/Hebrew_Alphabet_files/image001.gif
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2031/2230971053_0efa26babc.jpg
http://a1.s6img.com/cdn/box_001/post_10/144121_11474274_lz.jpg
http://web.archive.org/web/20160607130819/http:/calligraphy-expo.com/EditorFiles/image/FromTheDepthOfAges/4e76428b-2bda-47ef-bd32-5847334bf1b3.jpg
https://literacymethods.wikispaces.com/file/view/hebrew_calligraphy.JPG/133854487/406x253/hebrew_calligraphy.JPG
https://m1.behance.net/rendition/modules/8120797/disp/51c23bacd35ee487065591563af239d7.jpg
http://www.judaicalligraphy.com/renewal.gif
http://41.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_m5lrw2IU6A1ry881ho1_1280.jpg
http://s3images.coroflot.com/user_files/individual_files/original_288036_L5s_mraxun4tEf3QRrRcyDis7.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/3e/d0/04/3ed0049cdc52cda18fcd5c19d1fa9612.jpg
https://c1.staticflickr.com/3/2611/4177675919_306a024aa9.jpg


•  
3.  Look at these Bible verses for ideas. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 

 
Lesson 142 

1. Try to copy all of these capital letters. 
2. Try to copy these swashes. 

 
Lesson 143 

1. Try to copy all of these capital and lowercase letters if you want to. 
2. Try to copy all of these letters. 

 
Lesson 144 

1. Look at these calligraphy fonts.  Copy some letters if you want to. 
2. Look at these examples of calligraphy.  Copy some of them if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 

https://img0.etsystatic.com/000/0/5723333/il_570xN.343698790.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/69/66/68/6966689cd24af6d9ead00e7c4c709868.jpg
http://www.hil-ink.com/images/bv4.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/57/b4/41/57b441dc66358d59002784f3ab4a6827.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/032/0/5723333/il_340x270.586109175_8kc6.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/f6/7f/b9/f67fb9142cce2512fce85c099ad1dbeb.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/1b/1d/0d/1b1d0d6a4f3d84632930c51dc15991ae.jpg
http://thumb9.shutterstock.com/display_pic_with_logo/870175/870175,1318603066,2/stock-vector-calligraphic-elements-black-design-elements-86906482.jpg
http://www.troyhistoricvillage.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/d1a6c238-e898-4766-849f-914b54ac0956.png
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/fe/2f/b7/fe2fb7bc83e1447ac01257c639105115.jpg
http://slodive.com/freebies/calligraphy-fonts/
http://leahdeleon.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/old_english_letterin1.gif
http://cdn.hotfrog.in/companies/Learn-English-Writing-Skills/images-pr/English-Writing-Calligraphy-337492_image.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0523.jpg


3. three   
4. four 
5. five  
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 
13. thirteen 
14. fourteen  
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 
18. eighteen 
19. nineteen 
20. twenty 

3. Read about creating an ink and gold border. 
 
Lesson 145 

1. You can make pictures with the words you write. 
2. Look at these examples.  Copy some of them if you want to. 

1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 146 

1. Look at these bible verses written in calligraphy.  Copy some of them if you want to. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 

http://web.archive.org/web/20160603190100/http:/news2.marietta.edu/sites/default/files/calligraphy.jpg
http://blueblots.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/10-yoghurt.jpg
http://www.eclecticcycle.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/beautiful-nouveau1.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/cc/4c/bb/cc4cbb801b7e06d507c0b48ef245a969.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/a9ef7-janefarrcalligraphy.jpeg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/050/0/8501874/il_340x270.678217226_b9fy.jpg
http://davewood.com.au/images/commissions/DWP45.Romans.lg.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/2d/00/61/2d0061748f258ece8b9711239bf73891.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/000/1/5953464/il_340x270.188050919.jpg
https://dwellingintheword.files.wordpress.com/2011/08/philippians-noyes.png
http://i00.i.aliimg.com/wsphoto/v0/1070783572/Sleep-In-font-b-Peace-b-font-Bible-Verse-Decor-vinyl-wall-decal-font-b-quote.jpg
http://gardenandgun.com/files/BETTYCARD.jpg
http://cdn.vectorstock.com/i/composite/62,98/happy-birthday-calligraphic-embellishments-vector-926298.jpg
http://us.cdn2.123rf.com/168nwm/leedsn/leedsn1410/leedsn141000125/33068152-calligraphic-text-happy-thanksgiving-as-card-title.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/6b/0d/3e/6b0d3ea8e41c3281a24bb5e30b367b6e.jpg
http://m5.paperblog.com/i/39/398688/vintage-wedding-calligraphy-place-name-cards--L-4Zel8i.jpeg
http://www.freenamedesigns.com/boy-names/calligraphic-name-tattoo-designs/justin-name-design.jpg
http://www.freenamedesigns.com/girl-names/calligraphic-name-tattoo-designs/kayla-name-design.jpg
https://calligraphypen.wordpress.com/2009/12/
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/78/fc/32/78fc32c830e303681c426d8e74a14287.jpg
http://www.deliasdesigns.com/images/409.jpg
http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/t/christmas-cards-vector-typographic-trees-set-46144577.jpg
http://thumb7.shutterstock.com/display_pic_with_logo/1645589/163249475/stock-vector-happy-new-year-greeting-card-in-minimalistic-style-new-year-lettering-calligraphy-vector-163249475.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/dd/30/c8/dd30c8c82a4823c4d7810749e4289a45.jpg
http://previews.123rf.com/images/gollli/gollli1311/gollli131100031/23925706-calligraphy-lettering-christmas-tree.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/10/86/ef/1086ef01e41d2c6cca1a3b84104bddd1.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/30/a9/d5/30a9d59d816e5f2e959423663767a7c8.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/ca/99/d6/ca99d6dd397edfcec13c59ed4777d017.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/49/9d/e7/499de75848615212b8b18fb931b6b6e2.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/2b/3a/07/2b3a07916cbed895d5260e2d5cca6321.jpg
http://writtenwordcalligraphy.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/calligraphy-37.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/7f397-janefarrcalligraphyheb6252c19.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/598e6-wmapril2009calligraphy800x639.jpg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/038/1/9305309/il_340x270.625809106_gzig.jpg
http://www.heartstringsdesigns.com/thywordisalamp.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/031/0/8461690/il_340x270.585660133_j47g.jpg
http://www.hil-ink.com/finallybv.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/032/0/5723333/il_340x270.586109175_8kc6.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/57/b4/41/57b441dc66358d59002784f3ab4a6827.jpg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/008/0/6172102/il_570xN.384145774_an9l.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/19/70/83/1970830ccdb335d54c86b3bd3d777277.jpg


13. thirteen 
14. fourteen 
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 
18. eighteen 
19. nineteen 
20. twenty 

2. Read about drawn and painted borders. 
3. Read about acanthus leaves. 

 
Lesson 147 

1. Look at these cards written in calligraphy. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 148 

1. Look at these paintings.  Choose five favorite paintings and draw copies of them using 
any medium or mixture of mediums that you want to. 
• one     Keep clicking Next at the bottom of the page until you get to the end. 
• two     Keep clicking Next at the bottom of the page until you get to the end. 
• three     Keep clicking Next at the bottom of the page until you get to the end. 
• four     Keep clicking Next at the bottom of the page until you get to the end. 

2. Look at this drawing. 
3. Explore these three websites and look at all of the artwork. 

• one 
• two 
• three 

 
Lesson 149 

1. Read about mixed media. 
2. Read about mixed media. 
3. Look at this mixed media drawing that was done with ink, graphite, marker and pencil 

on paper. 
4. Draw a self portrait using at least three different drawing mediums.  If you have paints, 

you can use those too if you want.  You can also use yarn, fabric, stones, feathers, 
cardboard, sand, or anything else you want to use.  Be creative! 

5. Sign your name on the portrait in calligraphy. 
6. Write a paragraph describing your self portrait and how you created it. 
7. Read about how to make paper. 

http://24.media.tumblr.com/49df1a6a8f6a6483ac3dd82cae53e331/tumblr_mshclzIZVj1sf4zroo3_1280.jpg
http://www.eyekons.com/img/Gallery/Botts_Revelation-19-Hallelujah.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/69/66/68/6966689cd24af6d9ead00e7c4c709868.jpg
http://www.hil-ink.com/trustbv.jpg
http://topweddingdesigns.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/bible-verses-calligraphy-wedding-set-1129079.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/57/b4/41/57b441dc66358d59002784f3ab4a6827.jpg
https://westerncalligraphy.files.wordpress.com/2010/09/ask.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/438bd-janefarrcalligraphyjer2911ir.jpg
https://calligraphypen.wordpress.com/2009/05/07/calligraphy-design-simple-drawn-and-painted-borders/
https://calligraphypen.wordpress.com/2009/04/16/calligraphy-design-acanthus-leaves/
https://img0.etsystatic.com/042/0/8982605/il_340x270.545883346_ftyn.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/007/1/5731474/il_570xN.387908529_jt7d.jpg
http://www.greetingcarduniverse.com/images/csphoto/1107/00/00/17/94/61/1054151-1_TN_shadow.png
http://thumb9.shutterstock.com/display_pic_with_logo/247210/228095806/stock-vector-vector-calligraphic-text-happy-thanksgiving-as-card-title-228095806.jpg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/001/0/6155599/il_fullxfull.366015984_7jxv.jpg
http://i1.cpcache.com/product/880878943/calligraphy_bird_thank_you_greeting_cards_10_pck.jpg?height=350&width=350
https://img0.etsystatic.com/042/0/8350789/il_340x270.592392514_e8zf.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/042/0/6660178/il_340x270.652272715_2cvo.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/035/0/6660178/il_340x270.653943981_f9g5.jpg
https://wishfulinking.files.wordpress.com/2012/12/happy-birthday-liz.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/the-masters.html?tab=artworkgalleries&artworkgalleryid=49548
http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/the-masters.html?tab=artworkgalleries&artworkgalleryid=47738
http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/the-masters.html?tab=artworkgalleries&artworkgalleryid=47746
http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/the-masters.html?tab=artworkgalleries&artworkgalleryid=47737
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-The-Green-Bird-Dark-energy-1/385257/2176256/view
http://www.textileartist.org/5-leading-textile-artists-inspired-by-nature/
http://www.izziyanasuhaimi.com/
http://www.juliecrabtreeart.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixed_media
https://www.artspan.com/mixed-media
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Organic-II-X-VI-XV/399524/2502128/view
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Organic-II-X-VI-XV/399524/2502128/view
http://pioneerthinking.com/crafts/makingpaper


8. Look at this portrait. 
9. Explore this artist’s website. This is not drawing or painting, it is embroidery. 

 
Lesson 150 

1. Look at all of these pictures of mixed media art. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 
13. thirteen 
14. fourteen 
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 
18. eighteen 
19. nineteen 
20. twenty 

2. Watch this video. 
3. Look at this drawing. 

 
Lesson 151 

1. Look at this artwork and click “view larger”. 
2. Look at all of these examples of 3D mixed media art. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 

 
Lesson 152 

1. Look at these websites for ideas for creating mixed media art. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 

http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/line-drawings-maurizio-anzeri.jpg
http://www.caycezavaglia.com/
http://in1.ccio.co/us/cW/SG/186547609534475029Ql4cCMiIc.jpg
http://www.mixedmediamay.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Wiser.jpg
http://veronikanagy.files.wordpress.com/2008/06/il_fullxfull30459594.jpg
http://www.oocities.org/soho/den/7463/crossbillfinch01.JPG
http://www.colourandcraft.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/IMG_5416-695x1024.jpg
http://cdnpix.com/show/imgs/4ddadf189c2e976f173c7e565915c623.jpg
http://iskrafineart.com/ifawp/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/PeonyStudy-mixed-media-drawing.jpg
http://cdn.dailypainters.com/paintings/tidepool_11038_daily_painter_mixed_media_contempor_abstract_art__abstract__8989ccbc6896806e0ebadf3b54d71943.jpg
http://c300221.r21.cf1.rackcdn.com/dj-pettitt-mixed-media-artist-1358746373_b.jpg
https://emilypothast.files.wordpress.com/2009/08/jungleisland.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/rainy-day-07-drawing-emerico-imre-toth.html
http://www.artistsnetwork.com/articles/artist-interviews-profiles/december-artist-month-steven-daluz
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/daffodil-abstract-mindy-newman.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/139-rcnpaintingscom-chris-n-rohrbach.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/137-rcnpaintingscom-chris-n-rohrbach.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/sunshine-through-the-rain-susan-claire.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/flower-fever-susan-claire.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/144-rcnpaintingscom-chris-n-rohrbach.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/restoreth-my-soul-contemporary-christian-art-linda-woods.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/somewhere-in-the-south-jutta-maria-pusl.html
https://www.youtube.com/embed/X7D0FdSzRQg?rel=0
https://www.pafa.org/collection/mechanical-drawing-three-spirals
https://www.pafa.org/collection/i-always-face-you-even-when-it-seems-otherwise
http://www.xchristakos.com/en/artwork-solitude-aliminum-wire-mesh-miror.php
https://img1.etsystatic.com/000/0/5200542/il_fullxfull.296609239.jpg
https://img1.etsystatic.com/005/0/7263062/il_fullxfull.372202313_tko4.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/05/b8/6f/05b86fb595c02f5f115e4c0064226a1b.jpg
http://drunov.ru/upload/iblock/ad7/ad71073f5c66c6d308a58a04a11eaea4.jpg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/015/1/5828004/il_340x270.459183116_4dpr.jpg
http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large/large-3d-flowers-unique-consignment.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/fb997-3d-framed-art.jpg
http://dowhatyouloveforlife.com/wp-content/uploads/Espresso-Cups-2006Mixed-Media-72.jpg
http://www.lushlee.com/images/art/08/carton-land.jpg
https://c1.staticflickr.com/5/4069/4578586530_a20ee2bfc8.jpg
http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/painting-media-process-technique
http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/painting-on-grounds
http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/inventive-mixed-media-techniques


4. four 
2. Look at this drawing. 
3. Look at this mixed media painting. 
4. Look at this painting that was done with gouache. Gouache is similar to watercolor, but 

unlike watercolor, gouache is opaque. 
 
Lesson 153 

1. Look at all of these mixed media drawings.  Click next at the top of each page until you 
have looked at all of the drawings.  There are more than a hundred.  Many of them are 
trompe l’oeil drawings. 

2. If you like trompe l’oeil drawing, draw a trompe l’oeil still life in color. 
3. Look at this drawing.  Write a paragraph describing it. 
4. Watch this video. 
5. Look at this portrait. 

 
Lesson 154 

1. Look at these abstract drawings and write a paragraph explaining why you like or 
dislike abstract art. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 
13. thirteen 
14. fourteen 
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 
18. eighteen 
19. nineteen 
20. twenty 

2. Create an abstract drawing inspired by one or more of the drawings above. 
 
Lesson 155 

1. Look at these trompe l’oeil drawings.  Write a paragraph explaining why you like or 
dislike trompe l’oeil art. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 

http://www.interweavestore.com/how-to-make-a-collage-and-art-prompts
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-5samen/201977/2733620/view
https://www.pafa.org/collection/principal-street-yorktown
https://www.pafa.org/collection/wharf-scene-debris
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/glance-elena-kolotusha.html
http://www.studentartguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/andy-mercer-line-drawings.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/B08PKSOiXGc?rel=0
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Drawing-Erina/706538/2512054/view
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/71/da/85/71da8588826760827d0a2328cc0eabdc.jpg
http://fc09.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2010/306/d/9/geometric_abstract_drawing_by_starfruit121-d312dqz.jpg
https://m1.behance.net/rendition/modules/42592535/disp/d5189193e27cfc17b6ec2f5e37e3ac8d.jpg
http://cdn.trendhunterstatic.com/thumbs/abstract-drawings.jpeg
https://m1.behance.net/rendition/modules/3924963/disp/e0c608b4435030fbb520914a1540e1f1.jpg
http://fc03.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2013/154/9/4/abstract_drawing_by_smileyface001-d67njrh.png
http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large/8-abstract-hd-connelly.jpg
http://www.designaside.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/Gabriel-Moreno04.jpg
http://ewelina261290.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/10206334-abstrakcyjne-nietypowe-o-wek-rysowanie.jpg
http://pic.pilpix.com/10/10807/for-siobhan.jpg
http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large/11-abstract-hd-connelly.jpg
http://31.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_m581veF1uu1r663djo1_500.jpg
https://farm9.staticflickr.com/8328/8079970674_dc08db0977.jpg
http://th05.deviantart.net/fs71/PRE/i/2011/230/f/7/abstract_drawing_by_mrmoreyoes-d46zdfs.jpg
https://img0.etsystatic.com/000/0/6416584/il_340x270.296958248.jpg
http://static2.artspan.com/member/jamr/500/111165.jpg
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2010/158/1/7/Abstract_Drawing_in_Graphite_2_by_Sultzaberger.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/90/e1/79/90e179148c59e0a02186421c82f1dcd7.jpg
https://artwyrd.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/colouredwoodlandmandala_angelaporter_small.jpg
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2012/055/f/c/mandala_1_coloured_version_by_koko0117-d4qsbxl.jpg
http://img01.deviantart.net/9eba/i/2015/261/7/f/absinthe_glass_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d88nk2u.jpg
http://img10.deviantart.net/9c20/i/2015/261/a/5/coca_cola_slim_can_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d6q78xb.jpg
http://orig13.deviantart.net/e832/f/2014/212/a/3/coca_cola_bottiglia_plastica__1__by_marcellobarenghi-d7t2ji8.jpg
http://img09.deviantart.net/8bb7/i/2015/261/8/2/10_euro_note_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d6n6eld.jpg
http://tehne.com/assets/i/upload/event/coca-cola-lattina-schiacciata.jpg


6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 
11. eleven 
12. twelve 
13. thirteen 
14. fourteen 
15. fifteen 
16. sixteen 
17. seventeen 
18. eighteen 
19. nineteen 
20. twenty 

 
Lesson 156 

1. Look at these sketchbook pages for ideas. 
2. Here are some more photos of sketchbook pages. 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/22/58/a4/2258a4eace531799079abe367c1a859e.jpg
http://img11.deviantart.net/4c3a/i/2015/260/e/0/cipster_chips_bag_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d6orwu3.jpg
http://img07.deviantart.net/cb19/i/2015/260/4/a/copper_jug_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d6mscbk.jpg
http://img05.deviantart.net/f529/i/2015/261/f/f/a_scratched_ruby_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d79vp92.jpg
http://publica.co.nz/azkaban/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/twix-2.jpg
http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2014/050/d/5/tazzine_viola_by_marcellobarenghi-d774u1n.jpg
http://fc03.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2013/163/4/5/just_another_drawing_of_my_own_rubik_s_cube_by_marcellobarenghi-d68roaz.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/52682-lattina-fagioli.jpg
http://fc03.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2013/191/a/a/lightbulb_realistic_drawing_by_marcellobarenghi-d6cv6im.jpg
http://img14.deviantart.net/2fbf/i/2015/261/7/9/wing_corkscrew_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d7u3318.jpg
http://img07.deviantart.net/38ce/i/2015/261/e/7/necklace_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d67b6oy.jpg
http://orig03.deviantart.net/3ef5/f/2013/098/a/5/cuore_cromato_by_marcellobarenghi-d60xmvd.jpg
http://img04.deviantart.net/d946/i/2015/261/f/2/la_gazzetta_dello_sport_drawing_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d6w4l1f.jpg
http://img03.deviantart.net/f7e1/i/2015/261/5/b/lady_bug_pendant_drawing_by_marcellobarenghi-d621mpu.jpg
http://img01.deviantart.net/76b8/i/2015/260/0/f/galatine_milk_candy_drawing_by_marcello_barenghi_by_marcellobarenghi-d6r239m.jpg
http://www.studentartguide.com/articles/art-sketchbook-ideas


•  



https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0515.jpg


https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0516.jpg


 

https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/sam_0518.jpg


 
Lesson 157 

1. Look at these abstract drawings. 
1. one 
2. two 
3. three 
4. four 
5. five 
6. six 
7. seven 
8. eight 
9. nine 
10. ten 

 
Lesson 158 

1. Look at these drawings. 
 
Lesson 159 

1. Read about photorealism. 
2. Read some more about photorealism. 
3. Read these answers to the question “What’s the point of photo-realism, when you can 

take a picture of it?” 
4. Write a paragraph about this style. 
5. Look at all of these examples of photorealistic paintings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

6. Choose one favorite painting from the examples above and fill out this artwork critique 
form. 

7. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
8. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting from the examples above. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20150913042717/http:/www.artbylt.com/Images/abstract_drawing_2500.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/c3/6b/52/c36b52f8953fc997234529eded459fff.jpg
http://web.archive.org/web/20140216092017/https:/www.thaneeya.com/data3/images/detailed-cosmic-eyes-abstract-drawing.jpg
https://c2.staticflickr.com/6/5302/5762705650_cf87547680_z.jpg
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/images/work/T/T00/T00851_10.jpg
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2013/218/d/c/abstract_drawing__29_by_mylifeisdigital-d6gyxmr.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/07/94/8e/07948e1a3f642674fabe7cce01fca156.jpg
http://th02.deviantart.net/fs70/200H/i/2012/326/c/3/abstract_drawing_by_azzuris00-d5lt0v8.jpg
http://www.terrykellystudios.com/images/gallery/drawings/fullsize/AbstractDrawing08.jpg
http://artbylt.blogs.com/.a/6a00d83451ded769e2014e894fae76970d-320wi
http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/jyvonne-inman.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photorealism
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0DEEDB173BF933A05752C0A9639C8B63
http://www.wetcanvas.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1276352
http://fineartblogger.com/amazing-photorealistic-paintings/
http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/01483/water-drops_1483794i.jpg
http://funnydumpster.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/photorealistic-paintings-01.jpg
http://funnydumpster.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/photorealistic-paintings-28.jpg
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/08-2013/21-photo-realistic-face-painting-by-simon-hennessey.preview.jpg
http://media.creativebloq.futurecdn.net/sites/creativebloq.com/files/images/2014/01/girl.jpg
http://cdn6.feeldesain.com/feel/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/photorealistic-oil-paintings.jpg
http://funnydumpster.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/photorealistic-paintings-03.jpg
https://sites.google.com/site/jasondegraafart/_/rsrc/1296965429544/photorealism_painting/jason_de_graaf_painting_photo_realism_mirror3.jpg
http://funnydumpster.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/photorealistic-paintings-07.jpg
http://41.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_lk291vAfx41qhc9rlo1_500.jpg
https://flavorwire.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/fruit1.jpg
http://www.cuded.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Ellery-Gutierrez_a5600_368.jpg
http://www.ufunk.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Ran-Ortner-1.jpg
http://funnydumpster.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/photorealistic-paintings-15.jpg
http://awesomenator.com/content/2010/12/wine-cork-realistic-painting.jpg
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2179/2068866969_f8f832f691.jpg
http://www.designtomato.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/photorealistic-paintings-by-roberto-bernardi-3.jpg
http://www.ufunk.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Tjalf-Sparnaay-photorealism-oil-painting-14.jpg
http://www.booooooom.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/glennray_tutor_painter_02.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html


9. Watch this time-lapse video of a hyper-realistic drawing of a bag of M&Ms. 
 
Lesson 160 

1. Read about trompe l’oeil paintings and drawings. 
2. Read some more about trompe l’oeil art. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of trompe l’oeil art. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose a favorite painting from the examples above and fill out the artwork critique 
form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
7. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting from the examples above. 

 
Lesson 161 

1. Read about Classical Realism. 
2. Read about realism. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all these examples of traditional realistic drawings and paintings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ZIqWPohGmmM?rel=0
http://www.britannica.com/art/trompe-loeil
http://arthistory.about.com/od/glossary/g/t_trompe_loeil.htm
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cc/Escaping_criticism-by_pere_borrel_del_caso.png
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/07/Edward_Collier%27s_trompe_l%27oeil_painting.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b1/Colyer,_Edwaert_-_Still_Life_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
http://www.czainski.com/USERIMAGES/whistle%20sweeties1whp%281%29.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Johann_Heinrich_F%C3%BCssli_066.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/25/4d/3e/254d3e8625763f825af88a377824c396.jpg
http://www.artistdaily.com/cfs-filesystemfile.ashx/__key/CommunityServer.Components.SiteFiles/Images+from+TypePad/photo
http://www.dace.co.uk/painting/trompe/l_oeil_600.jpg
http://www.czainski.com/USERIMAGES/pearlypins.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/82/Cornelius_Norbertus_Gijsbrechts_-_Trompe_l%27oeil._The_Reverse_of_a_Framed_Painting_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
http://www.charmozdesigns.com/resources/PD_0043.JPG
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/a5/fa/9e/a5fa9e96925aad16defaa0f43c411b48.jpg
http://www.artisticrealism.com/paintings/happy-new-year-trompe-loeil-painting.jpg
http://www.hamillgallery.com/HAMILL/Trompes/EyeDrawingScrap.jpg
http://www.artvalue.com/photos/auction/0/34/34002/russian-school-19-russia-trompe-l-oeil-painting-depicti-996717.jpg
http://www.artvalue.com/photos/auction/0/51/51354/coustou-jean-1719-1791-france-trompe-l-oeil-paintings-depict-3074302.jpg
http://www.hamillgallery.com/HAMILL/Trompes/OchrePaper.jpg
http://media.creativebloq.futurecdn.net/sites/creativebloq.com/files/images/2013/04/houseparty.jpg
http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/a5/fa/9e/a5fa9e96925aad16defaa0f43c411b48.jpg
http://www.wikigallery.org/paintings/371501-372000/371511/painting1.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_Realism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Realism_%28arts%29
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/u/0/asset-viewer/the-little-shepherdess/6AEDZE2vDSc4cA?utm_source=google&utm_medium=kp&hl=en&projectId=art-project
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e5/William-Adolphe_Bouguereau_%281825-1905%29_-_Rest_%281879%29.jpg
https://johnbriner.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/the-anatomy.jpg
http://www.digital-images.net/Images/Getty-Museum/Paintings/OldMan_inMilitaryCostume_Rembrandt_HS9373.jpg
http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/40667/file-14173531-jpeg/images/rembrandt_self_portrait_1628-resized-600.jpeg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/Mona_Lisa.jpg
http://images.fineartamerica.com/images/artworkimages/medium/1/news-from-the-front-charles-meer-webb.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a3/Rembrandt_Harmensz._van_Rijn_-_The_Raising_of_Lazarus_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1d/Bierstadt_Albert_Sunset_in_the_Rockies.jpg
http://sightswithin.com/Sir_Lawrence.Alma-Tadema/Under_the_Roof_of_Blue_Ionian_Weather.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/79/Laghouat_in_the_Algerian_Sahara_%281879%29.jpg


• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen  
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose one favorite drawing or painting from the examples above and fill out 
the artwork critique form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting or drawing from the examples above. 
7. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting or drawing from the examples above. 

 
Lesson 162 

1. Read about painterliness. 
2. Read about how to paint in an expressive or painterly style. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of painterly paintings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose one favorite painting from the examples above and fill out the artwork critique 
form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
7. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting from the examples above. 
8. Watch this time-lapse video of a portrait being painted in this style. 

 
Lesson 163 

1. Read about impressionism. 
2. Read some more about impressionism. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girl_with_a_Pearl_Earring#/media/File:Meisje_met_de_parel.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-scribe-ludwig-deutsch.html
http://paintingandframe.com/uploadpic/otto_pilny/big/1-a_rest_in_the_desert.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/2-mischief-and-repose-john-william-godward.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/study-for-boreas-john-william-waterhouse-.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/the-shepherdess-johann-baptist-hofner.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/portrait-of-henri-achille-achille-zo.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/a-polish-nobleman-rembrandt.html
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/1-head-of-a-girl-john-william-waterhouse.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Painterliness
http://painting.about.com/od/paintingforbeginners/ss/expressive.htm#showall
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/86/37/b8/8637b89aa04bf3932e4a13a31edf1ec0.jpg
https://mylifewiththemasters.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/2973-arpeggios-oil-15x221.jpg
http://www.2blowhards.com/Richard%20Schmid%20-%20Telluride%20-%201993.jpg
http://brianneher.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/schmidnancy1.jpg
http://brianneher.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/SchmidPeonies.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/roses-peter-graham.html
http://www.worldofportraitpainting.com/contemporary-masterpieces/schmid-nan.jpg
http://www.southwestart.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Richard-Schmid_GREENWICH-VILLAGE.jpg
http://www.artistsnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/King-Richards-Faire-by-Richard-Schmid.jpg
http://www.southwestart.com/wp-content/uploads/0114Schmid_Richard_Carnations.jpg
https://allinonehighschool.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/f0339-richardschmid-tutt27art28829.jpg
http://www.richardschmid.com/v/vspfiles/templates/r_schmid/data1/images/sl_2_oil.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/e4df2-1990-portrait.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/7e/4d/f7/7e4df79cd1ab7db72023d62ef682a94f.jpg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/78d0f-001d74cb_medium.png
http://www.dunawayfineart.com/images/artwork/homepage/Dunaway-RememberingHome-Home.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/eb/36/fd/eb36fd487a9a63c996fd8da9fbb7ec5b.jpg
http://jacksonholeartauction.com/media/images/art_large/SchmidRichard-SelfPortraitWithDollNancy-1407164740.jpg
http://wondrouspics.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/daniel-f.-gerhartz_-24.jpg
http://img0.liveinternet.ru/images/attach/c/0/46/64/46064184_TheGardenWindow1.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.youtube.com/embed/v4HfFHOIDAY?rel=0
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/impressionism
http://www.impressionism.org/


3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of impressionist paintings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose one favorite painting from the examples above and fill out the artwork critique 
form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
7. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting from the examples above. 

 
Lesson 164 

1. Read about expressionism. 
2. Read some more about expressionism. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of expressionist art. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 

http://www.theartwolf.com/articles/impressionism/seurat-jatte.jpg
http://c300221.r21.cf1.rackcdn.com/webmuseum-monet-claude-first-impressionist-paintings-1339927724_b.jpg
http://www.justart-e.com/paginas-artistas/pintores-impresionistas/Robert-Hagan/Robert+Hagan+1947+-+Australian+Impressionist+painter+-+Tutt%27Art@+%2814%29.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/Claude_Monet_-_Woman_with_a_Parasol_-_Madame_Monet_and_Her_Son_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
http://afremov.com/image.php?type=P&id=19165
http://archive.clarkart.edu/museum/collections/images/impressionist-onions.jpg
http://www.impressionism.org/images/monet-argenteuil-bridge.jpg
http://www.wga.hu/art/m/monet/06/2pourvi1.jpg
http://www.intermonet.com/prints/m1768003.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/da/Claude_Monet_The_Cliffs_at_Etretat.jpg
http://images5.fanpop.com/image/photos/26500000/claude-monet-paintings-claude-monet-26520069-640-480.jpg
http://www.daydaypaint.com/images/Commerical-Painting/Monet-Painting-005.jpg
http://oil-paintings.biz/images/oil-paintings/claude-monet/claude-monet-haystack-snow-effect-19590.jpg
http://bestpaintingsforsale.com/uploadpic/claude%20monet/big/The%20Red%20Boats%20Argenteuil.jpg
http://www.artble.com/imgs/f/5/c/34876/berthe_morisot.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/60/Morning,_Interior_-_Luce.jpeg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/Pierre-Auguste_Renoir_-_Luncheon_of_the_Boating_Party_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/Gustave_Caillebotte_-_Paris_Street%3B_Rainy_Day_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
http://40.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_kzg6bcI5PV1qad6aso1_1280.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/46/Pierre-Auguste_Renoir_064.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
http://www.theartstory.org/movement-expressionism.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expressionism
http://www.phaidon.com/resource/starry-night.jpg
http://www.artteacherscookbook.com/TheScream_op_640x844.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/pineapple-expression-marion-rose.html
http://www.artcorner.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/helena-300x234.jpg
http://www.artyfactory.com/art_appreciation/art_movements/art-movements/expressionism/van_gogh.jpg
http://orig01.deviantart.net/f746/f/2011/033/f/f/bg_german_expressionism_by_fikey-d38mld5.jpg
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/catalog/image.aspx?fn=images/0608.jpg
http://www.parisprovencevangogh.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/van-gogh-cafe-terrace-at-night.jpg
http://legomenon.com/images/meaning-analysis-starry-night-over-the-rhone-vincent-van-gogh.jpg
http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/40667/file-14175204-jpg/images/van_gogh_potato_eaters_2-resized-600.jpg?t=1436811694154
http://artpaintingartist.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Sorrowing-Old-Man-At-Eternitys-Gate-by-Vincent-van-Gogh.jpg
http://www.vitabrevis.kasugadesign.pro/vangogh/images_vangogh/wheatfield_crows.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ce/Wheat-Field-with-Cypresses-%281889%29-Vincent-van-Gogh-Met.jpg
http://www.themost10.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/The-Old-Guitarist.jpg?96051b
http://saraangel.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/abstract.jpg
http://www.artsz.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/van-Gogh-self-portrait.jpg


• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose one favorite painting from the examples above and fill out this artwork critique 
form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
7. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting from the examples above. 

 
Lesson 165 

1. Read about surrealism. 
2. Read some more about surrealism. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of surrealistic artwork. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose one favorite painting from the examples above and fill out the artwork critique 
form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
 
Lesson 166 

1. Read about cubism. 
2. Read some more about cubism. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of cubist artwork. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 

http://artinvestment.ru/content/download/news/20080625_jawlensky.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/2a/89/6d/2a896d0c52f69eaba2f803a1201f2dd6.jpg
https://mir-s3-cdn-cf.behance.net/project_modules/disp/0485c94131223.5601d400ea231.jpg
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2635/3919190050_fe856c9d97_m.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
http://www.theartstory.org/movement-surrealism.htm
http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/history-of-art/surrealism.htm
http://api.ning.com/files/kV4MbYiv7oSZMmIslZA9xH0bj4DOqLfBfIIdCTwi0P3TYoiKpDvtF*j4-I8nzeyJtRU0R75kgCZWFsKvAy*hiPH1cZm3QC7B/1082014324.jpeg
http://api.ning.com/files/kV4MbYiv7oRPjmfaNPmetAQuxnUol7T1Njzb*ZcN0QfyjzfLLSDDtCxrhTXIpqps*YfFZN9cXqeDteEITHh9CdJimh7klaLD/1082014317.jpeg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/c2/2a/5b/c22a5b812904ff646512602130caf768.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/00/e4/f2/00e4f2b89ab3dd990aa32656db937208.jpg
http://api.ning.com/files/kV4MbYiv7oSGlr2Smk0tlgnnQNG8O5l*5E0w1NluT3cdhso*usagp*rj8yeP1UFo8-LcxDTplh0ZBWoZVz5sfWfBkBFejhgU/1082046573.jpeg
http://drawasamaniac.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Vladimir_Kush_7.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/captivity-pat-erickson.html
http://api.ning.com/files/kV4MbYiv7oSK5fofW4SFDmojCIFjAg6*IxAq9RSeCwTromR6ao3G5wsklixKW4p1Z-*Epfcu4LKH7mrXKXa7TEDFaP1Kc*j-/1082046542.jpeg
http://www.1stwebdesigner.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/max-ernst-surrealism-and-painting34.jpg
http://www.moco.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Art-Fantasy-Fantastic-Illusion-Magic-Painting-Surrealism-1.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/e4/b4/a9/e4b4a9cb0d92559933ab8205bd5e8e13.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/0e/a1/90/0ea1907ac20fe47f24665ed256bcf6fa.jpg
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/09-2013/9-time-surreal-art-by-ohmuller-gyuri.jpg
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/11-2012/surreal-painting-vladimir-kush%20%2827%29.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/66/df/9c/66df9cfb230790d792500a100203185e.jpg
http://www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/images/Surreal-Irrepressible-Nature-of-Nature.jpg
http://sipoart.com/surrealartprintsforsale/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Into-life-by-Sipo-Liimatainen-2012.jpg
http://fineartamerica.com/featured/work-in-progress-v-jeanne-newton-schoborg.html
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/09-2013/4-the-persistence-of-memory-surreal-art-by-salvador-dali.jpg
http://webneel.com/daily/sites/default/files/images/daily/09-2013/18-the-face-of-war-paintings-by-salvador-dali.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
http://www.theartstory.org/movement-cubism.htm
http://www.artyfactory.com/art_appreciation/art_movements/cubism.htm
http://www.markwk.com/teaching/lessons/quino-picasso-%20guernica/images/guernica_all.jpg
http://web.archive.org/web/20151008092517/http:/www.theartistpablopicasso.com/picasso-paintings-images/AP00002-2.jpg
http://www.themost10.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Three-Musicians-By-Pablo-Picasso.jpg?96051b
http://www.themost10.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Seated-Woman-Marie-Therese-By-Pablo-Picasso.jpg?96051b
http://www.themost10.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Dora-Maar-au-Chat-By-Pablo-Picasso.jpg?96051b


• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose a favorite painting from the examples above and fill out this artwork critique 
form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 
7. Write a paragraph about your favorite painting from the examples above. 

 
Lesson 167 

1. Read about abstract art. 
2. Read some more about abstract art. 
3. Write a paragraph about this style. 
4. Look at all of these examples of abstract drawings and paintings. 

• one 
• two 
• three 
• four 
• five 
• six 
• seven 
• eight 
• nine 
• ten 
• eleven 
• twelve 
• thirteen 
• fourteen 
• fifteen 
• sixteen 
• seventeen 
• eighteen 
• nineteen 
• twenty 

5. Choose one favorite drawing or painting from the examples above and fill out 
this artwork critique form. 

6. Draw a copy of your favorite painting from the examples above. 

http://www.themost10.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/Le-R%C3%AAve-The-Dream-By-Pablo-Picasso.jpg?96051b
http://art-sg.com/images/Famous%20Paintings/famous%20Portrait%20Pablo%20Picasso%201.jpg
http://emptyeasel.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/theguitarbyjaungris.jpg
http://www.mdc.edu/wolfson/academic/ArtsLetters/art_philosophy/Humanities/Cubism/11-cubism_Picasso_Woman-Playing-Mandolin.jpg
http://emptyeasel.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/nudedescendingastaircasebymarcelduchamp.jpg
http://www.artquotes.net/masters/picasso/picasso_3musicians.jpg
https://cubistart.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/cubist-painting-violin-ologeanu.png?w=538&h=517
https://www.toperfect.com/pic/Oil%20Painting%20Styles%20on%20Canvas/Abstract_Decorative%20Painting/Famous%20Abstract/Cubism/1-Portrait-de-femme-au-col-d-hermine-Olga-1923-Cubist.jpg
http://www.dailyartfixx.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/Musical-Instruments-Georges-Braque-1908.jpg
http://www.dailyartfixx.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/Bottle-and-Fishes-Georges-Braque-1910.jpg
https://mexicanartwork.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/diego-rivera-guzman-cubist-painting.jpg
http://engl352.pbworks.com/f/1175798325/452px-Gris.harlequin-guitar.jpg
http://www.artexpertswebsite.com/pages/artists/artists_a-k/hayden/Hayden_StillLifeWithAce.jpg
https://boufosnews.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/pablo_picasso_gallery_factory_glarge.jpg
https://normsonline.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/media-fotos-maternidad-sobre-fondo-blanco-ampliada.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_art
http://www.artsicle.com/blog/understanding-abstract-art
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Painting-CQ29-Where-Bubbles-Go/41749/3295374/view
http://www.encina.se/wp-content/uploads/byro_2.jpg
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Painting-Mysterious-Things/276600/2860655/view
http://www.bloglet.com/gallery/famous-abstract-artists/famous-abstract-artists.jpg
https://theonethingps274.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/46.jpg
http://www.bloglet.com/gallery/the-most-famous-abstract-artists/tumblr_mis64lzyfi1qd8wfmo1_1280.jpg
http://www.artbylt.com/Images/abstract-art-27500.jpg
http://shawnmcnulty.com/art/M/2010-abstract-art/indian-red-abstract-art-buffalo.jpg
http://www.headforart.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/Richter-Abstract-Painting-780-1.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/2a/6c/f6/2a6cf635559f861d984566b88a647856.jpg
https://www.saatchiart.com/art/Painting-201544441977/757213/2768441/view
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/0cb0d-b-newman2bthe2bvoice.jpg
http://ak2.polyvoreimg.com/cgi/img-thing/size/l/tid/20784467.jpg
http://www.arthistoryarchive.com/arthistory/abstractexpressionism/images/JacksonPollock-Blue-Poles-1952.jpg
http://www.arthistoryarchive.com/arthistory/abstractexpressionism/images/JacksonPollock-Lavender-Mist-Number1-1950.jpg
https://lifeatspilman.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/abstract-art.jpg
http://culturacolectiva.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/jm-aa_08_08.jpeg
https://epextrapages.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/c79e9-celebrationofblue-24x24-mixedmediaonpanel-2524875.jpg
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/fa/54/84/fa5484674b7d7747df71d1ff62df9d06.jpg
http://denicelewis.com/nebula.jpg
https://www.goshen.edu/art/ed/critiqueform.html


7. Write a paragraph describing your favorite painting from the examples above. 
8. Watch this time-lapse video of an abstract painting being painted. 

 
Lesson 168 

1. Write a paragraph describing the best drawing you have ever done. 
 
Lesson 169 

1. Write an essay about your favorite artist and draw a copy of one of his/her artworks. 
 
Lesson 170 

1. Write an essay about your favorite drawing or painting style.  Explain why you prefer it 
over the others you’ve learned about. 

2. God gave you the ability to draw for a reason.  Ask him how he wants you to use your 
talent. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/gP5-yTi7or8?rel=0

